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Abstract
This thesis investigates adaptive-rate sampling (ARS) algorithms for speech 
communications. The sampling algorithms allow a multi-band-pass signal to 
be sampled at a rate much lower than the Nyquist rate without causing 
significant speech degradation. These ARS techniques demonstrate a capa­
bility of efficient speech transmission and storage, and provide useful methods 
for reliable speech transmission over time-variable channels. Experimental 
results show that without using any speech coding technique, the ARS pro­
duces speech at a transmission rate of 20 kb/s with a quality similar to that 
produced by 6-bit PCM which requires a transmission rate of 48 kb/s. The 
ARS techniques are easy to be combined with low bit rate speech coding 
techniques to achieve further speech compression.
A speech signal manipulation technique for speech compression is also in­
vestigated in this thesis. This technique, namely reconstruction of speech 
from its frame differences, extracts the differences from two consecutive 
frames of speech and transmits them. At the receiver, the differences are 
used to modify the previously reconstructed frame signal to produce the cur­
rent frame speech. Due to the quasi-periodic property in speech signal, the 
differential signal usually occupies a very narrow bandwidth. By applying 
the ARS to the differential signal, a significant sampling rate reduction is 
achieved.
Secure speech transmission can be established by employing the ARS 
algorithm. A new speech scrambling technique is presented in this thesis. 
The speech is spectrally scrambled at the transmitter to produce a clearly 
defined multiple band pass structure. The reconstruction 'key' comprises 
a knowledge of the spectral frequency bands of the scrambled elements to­
gether with a unique sampling rate which will allow correct recombination of 
these elements. In practice, the bandpass structure and sampling rate would 
be changed regularly according to an appropriate key sequence to prevent 
unauthorised reconstruction,
xii
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1.1 Speech Sources
Speech is human's most common form of communication. Speech sounds 
are produced by air from the lungs exciting the vocal tract, a time varying 
nonuniform cavity extending from the vocal cords to the lips, with occasional 
coupling of the nasal cavity by means of velum [Rabiner.et al.( 1978)]. Speech 
has several distinct types of acoustic waveforms: quasi random, quasi peri­
odic. quiescent period and bursts of energy. This formation is generated by 
the anatomical coordination of the tongue, teeth, jaw, nasal cavity, velum, 
vocal cords, and air flow generated by the lung cavity [Parsons,(1987)]. This 
anatomical structure is shown in Figure 1.1. Speech sound can be classified 
into three distinct classes according to their mode of excitation:
(i) V oiced  sound, which normally include all vowels and some conso­
nants, such as [m,n,l,w] [Holmes.(1988)] are produced by forcing 
air through the glottis with the tension o f the vocal cords adjusted 
so that they vibrate in a relaxation oscillation, thereby producing 
quasi-periodic pulse of air which excite the vocal tract. The fun­
damental frequency of this signal lies typically in the range 50 - 
200 Hz for adult male speakers, and about 160 - 400 Hz for adult 
females [Rabiner.et a/.(1978)].
(ii) Fricative sound are generated by forming a constriction at some 
point in the vocal tract (usually toward the mouth end), anti forc­
ing air through the constriction at a high enough velocity to pro-
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duce turbulence. This creates a broad spectrum noise source to 
excite the vocal tract.
(iü) P losive sounds result from making a complete closure (again, 
usually toward the front of the vocal tract), building up pressure 
behind the closure, and abruptly releasing it.
Figure 1.1: The principal of human vocal organs ([Parsons, 87])
In speech signal processing, these types o f speech are classified as voiced 
speech, unvoiced speech (fricative and plosive sound) and silent (no speech).
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These classes of speech are shown in Figure 1.2 which is the speech waveform 
for the partial sentence of HF systems are for users to use’ . It shows that the 
speech properties change during the transition from one class to another. For 
example, if the excitation changes between voiced and unvoiced speech, there 
are larger changes in peak amplitude o f the signal and there is considerable 
variation of fundamental frequency. The same piece of speech is displayed in 
three dimensional spectrumgraph in Figure 1.3. The spectrum changes dra­
matically from voiced speech to unvoiced speech. During a voiced section, 
the speech energy is concentrated in certain frequency ranges and forms sev­
eral peaks in its spectrum. These peaks, corresponding to resonances in the 
vocal tract, are called formants in speech processing [Rabiner.et a/.(1978)]. 
The number and location of the formants vary from sound to sound, and are 
different for different speakers. The spectrumgraph exhibits the formants 
pattern during voiced speech and broad band noise-like spectrum during un­
voiced speech.
A model of a speech production process which has received wide accep­
tance is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Voiced excitation is modelled by a train of 
unipolar, unit amplitude impulses at the desired pitch frequency. Unvoiced 
excitation is modelled as the output from a pseudo-random noise generator; 
the voiced/unvoiced switch selects the appropriate excitation.
Although the speech waveform varies from time to time, it changes lit­
tle for a short time segment [Rabiner.et al.( 1978)]. Most speech processing 
techniques isolate such segments and process them as if they were short
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Figure 1.2: Acoustic waveform for the phrase of ‘HF systems are'
Figure 1.3: 3D spectrumgraph for the phrase of ‘HF systems are
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pitch
I
noise
Figure 1.4: Speech production model
segments of sustained sound having fixed properties [Rabiner.et «/.( 1978)]. 
These segments, sometime called frames, are typically over the time inter­
vals of 10 to 30 ms [Rabiner.et a/.(1978)] and have the appearance either of 
a low-energy random (unvoiced) signal, such as /tj/ in ‘H\ or a high-energy 
pseudo-periodic (voiced), such as /a : /  in 'are' (Figure 1.2).
1.2 Speech Quality
In communication systems, speech quality is determined by many attributes. 
The most important o f these are listed as follows [Gieseler.et ai.(1980)]:
(i) Intelligibility. Intelligibility indicates the ability of a system to 
correctly transmit understandable speech (words and sentences). 
Most intelligibility measures are based on the responses of a jury of 
listeners. I vpically, a list of understandable words and sentences
1.2 Speech Quality
is transmitted through the channel under test and the output is 
played back for the jury; the intelligibility measure is based on the 
number of correct identifications by the jury. The list of words 
and sentences must contain all the phonemes of the language in 
proportion close to their natural frequency o f occurrence in speech 
[Parsons,(1987)]. Although intelligibility is a necessary condition 
for a speech system, it is not a sufficient condition for all speech 
communication systems [Kitawaki.(1988)].
(ii) Speaker recognition . The ability of a speech system to allow a 
listener to recognise the speaker he/she knows is another impor­
tant attribute. This is an important condition for some security 
systems and military communications.
(iii) Naturalness. This is closely related to speaker recognition. It 
is the attribute of sounding natural - like a human utterance, not 
machine-made. A natural sound is important in public telephone 
systems.
(iv) Lack o f  noise and d istortion . Background noise and distor­
tion of the speech signal can degrade the speech quality. Noise is 
usually perceived as a constant hissing sound while distortion may 
produce a rasp-like sound or echoes during speech but disappears 
when the speech is not present.
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(v) E choes. Echoes are the presence of audible sounds which echo 
the original sound. They are a form of distortion usually caused 
by impedance mismatching in telephone systems. Echoes can also 
give rise to a hollow sound in speech often described as ‘speaking 
in a barrel’.
(vi) Interference. This degradation is caused by unwanted signals 
getting into the wrong frequency band or channel. The sources of 
interference are usually man-made. It may be perceived as a tone, 
noise, buzz or clicks [Parsons,( 1987)].
1.3 Statement of Problems
Digital speech transmission has become significantly popular in the modern 
communications systems. There are many advantages that can be gained by 
representing speech signals in digital form.
(i) The degradation in long-distance transmission can be significantly
reduced by using regenerative repeaters.
(ii) The modern programmable digital signal processor has made it 
very easy to handle the speech signals in digital form.
(iii) If a speech signal is in digital form it is identical to data o f other 
form. Thus the speech and data can be integrated into one trans­
mission network with no need to distinguish between them except
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in the decoding.
(iv) In some communication systems, security is required to prevent 
any unauthorized reconstruction of speech, such as in military 
communications. The digital representation has a distinct advan­
tage an over analog system. For secrecy, the information bits can 
be scrambled in a manner which can ultimately be unscrambled 
at the receiver.
(v) Digital systems are reliable and very compact. Very Large Scale 
Integrated circuit technology has advanced to a state where ex­
tremely complex systems can be implemented on a single chip. 
Logic speeds are fast enough so that the tremendous number of 
computations required in many signal processing functions can be 
implemented in real-time at speech sampling rates. For these and 
other reasons digital techniques are being increasingly applied in 
the speech communications problem [Flanagan,(1976)].
To make use of digital equipment in speech processing, the analogue 
speech must to be digitised before any further processing. This is dotie by 
means of sampling and encoding. If speech is digitised by means of conven­
tional analog-to-digital conversion (A /D ) techniques, a very large number of 
bits must be transmitted or stored. The total number of bits depends upon 
both sampling rate and the number of bits used to represent the amplitude 
of each sample. For conventional sampling theory, in order to reconstruct a
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signal without loss of information, the sampling rate must satisfy the Nyquist 
criterion .which says the minimum sampling rate must not be less than twice 
the maximum frequency of the signal. In telecommunication systems, the 
typical bandwidth for speech signals is 4000 Hz. so the Nyquist rate is 8000 
Hz. If 8 bits are used to represent the amplitude o f each sample, the bit rate 
is 64.000 bits per second. This bit rate is usually prohibitive. Speech com­
pression refers to reducing this bit rate to achieve an economical processing.
Ideally, we would like a compression system to provide a very good quality 
of speech at very low bit rate with reliable low-cost equipment. However, 
there is at present no way of satisfying the user on all of these points, and 
there must inevitably be a compromise among these conflicting attributes of 
speech quality, bit rate and equipment complexity. The relative importance 
of these attributes depends on the application.
Speech compression has been achieved by means of low rate speech cod­
ing techniques. Speech coding techniques can be grouped into three classes, 
waveform, transform and parametric coding. Waveform coding interprets 
speech as a bit stream that can be approximately reconstructed into the 
original waveform for a variety of signals. It may use the waveform’s statis­
tical properties, such as bandwidth, amplitude distribution, autocorrelation, 
and power spectral density. Transform coding takes mathematical transfor­
mation. such as Fourier transform, Hadamard transform, to blocks of speech 
samples. The transform coefficients are then encoded and transmitted. Para­
metric coding extracts certain parameters from the original speech, and en-
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codes them as digital bits. When speech is reconstructed, the waveform may 
not appear to be similar as the original, but it will sound similar.
The bandwidth or bit rate needed to transmit a speech signal directly 
affects the speech quality. High speech quality generally requires high band­
width or bit rate. Speech quality is divided into four categories [Jayant, et al.( 1990)]
(i) Synthetics quality has bit rates below 4.8 kb/s and sounds rather 
mechanical.
(ii) Communication quality has rates ranging from 4.8 to 16 kb/s, 
produces speech that is intelligible, but noticeably distorted.
(iii) Toll speech quality has rates between 16 and 64 kb/s and results in 
speech that is comparable to that o f an analog telephone network: 
it has a bandwidth of 4000 Hz.
(iv) Commentary quality is reached at rates exceeding 64 kb/s. Al­
though it sounds similar to toll quality speech, it has a large band­
width.
Waveform coding methods usually produce speech that tends to be at 
least toll quality at the price of high bit rate (16 kb/s above), Transform 
coding can provide a speech transmission with communication quality at 
about 9.6 kb/s [Holmes,(1988)]. Parametric coding method produce speech 
of poorer quality but at lower bit rate. Parametric coding is the initial choice 
of many applications because of the low bit rates.
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The conventional speech encoding techniques attempt to make more effi­
cient use o f the communication channel by reducing the inherent redundancy 
in the speech source to give a lower transmission rate. However, less atten­
tion has been given to the possibility of improving the standard sampling 
rate. As mentioned earlier, the conventional approach to determining the 
sampling rate for a given analogue signal has been based on the Nyquist 
criterion: this relates the sampling rate to the maximum frequency, or to the 
difference of the maximum and minimum frequencies of the analogue signal 
to be sampled. Because the transmission rate depends upon both sampling 
rate and the number of bits used to represent the amplitude of each sample, 
if a lower sampling rate can be used to sample the analog signal, less samples 
are needed to be processed. Combined with the existing low bit rate speech 
coding techniques, the overall transmission rate can be reduced significantly.
In this thesis, the author first develops the new techniques which minimize 
the sampling rate for generalised multi-band-pass signals. These techniques 
are then applied to speech signals to achieve an optimal sampling rate. Here, 
speech signal is analysed in the frequency domain. A threshold is employed 
to eliminate some of the trivial frequency components, a multi-band-pass 
signal can be obtained and the optimum sampling algorithms which were 
developed at first stage can be employed to achieve low sampling rate pro­
cessing. Because of the speech property of formants, the total loss of energy 
in the processing of filtering out those trivial frequency components will be 
little, therefore the quality of speech will not be affected significantly. The
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quasi-periodical property o f voiced speech gives a possibility of further sam­
pling rate reduction. A speech signal manipulation technique is developed. 
This technique takes the advantage of the fact that two consecutive frames 
of voiced speech are highly correlated. It is possible to reconstruct one frame 
signal by slightly modifying another frame. The differential signal between 
these two frames can be used as the modification signal. Because of the 
similarity, the frame differential signal usually occupies a very narrow total 
bandwidth. By using the optimal sampling algorithm developed earlier, a 
very low sampling rate can be achieved. In addition to the sampling reduc­
tion. a new speech scrambling technique based on the multi-band-pass signal 
sampling algorithm is also proposed. The speech is spectrally scrambled at 
the transmitter to produce a defined multiple band pass structure. The re­
construction 'key' comprises a knowledge of the spectral frequency bands o f 
the scrambled elements together with a unique sampling rate which will allow 
correct recombination of these elements.
1.4 Organisation of Thesis
This thesis is comprised of seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents an overview 
of the previous work in the area of low rate transmission of speech. Both 
speech bandwidth reduction and low bit rate speech coding techniques are 
investigated, and comparisons are made among the existing techniques. 
Chapter 3 describes the new sampling rate reduction algorithms, called
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Time Domain Compression technique and Frequency Companding technique, 
for multi-band-pass signals. These methods are then implemented in speech 
signals. When a voice signal has a spectrum with suitable gaps, sampling 
rate reduction algorithms can be employed to compute a minimum sampling 
rate. When the condition of ‘suitable gaps’ is not satisfied, the algorithms 
are modified to incorporate a variable decision threshold. It is shown that, by 
careful choice of threshold, the sampled signal can be reconstructed without 
significant loss of quality.
Chapter 4 is a further development of Chapter 3. The optimal sampling 
rate algorithms developed in Chapter 3 are suitable for multi-band-pass sig­
nals. The gaps in the signals spectrum are the key factors which affect 
the ratio o f the sampling rate reduction. This chapter analysis the pseudo- 
periodic property of voiced speech. A comparison is then made between two 
consecutive frames and the differences are extracted. Because of the similar­
ity, the differences will occupy a small range of frequency in total. In other 
words, there are wide gaps among the significant differential components. 
To sample the differential signal, a very low sampling rate is required. This 
method, associated with the algorithms developed in Chapter 3 has tin' ca­
pability o f  Voiced/Unvoiced/Silent classification, pitch detection, differences 
extraction and speech reconstruction.
The Time Domain Compression algorithm can also be used in speech 
scrambling. In Chapter 5, a new speech scrambling technique is described. 
The speech is spectrally scrambled at the transmitter to produce a defined
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multiple bandpass structure. The reconstruction key' comprises a knowledge 
o f the spectral frequency bands of the scrambled elements together with a 
unique sampling rate which will allow correct recombination of these ele­
ments. To prevent unauthorized reconstruction, the bandpass structure and 
sampling rate can be changed irregularly according to an appropriate key 
sequence. Both single user and multi-user systems are developed. Also, the 
sampling rate tolerance is calculated.
Chapter 6 presents the practical applications and the evaluation of the 
speech compression techniques. The combination of low sampling rate tech­
niques with low bit rate coding techniques is investigated. Reliable speech 
transmission using combined adaptive-rate sampling and channel coding tech­
niques is studied. A real-time speech compression, Frequency Companding, 
using digital signal processor is also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 7 presents a summary of the methods developed and the author’s 
conclusions with respect to the compression applicability. In addition, some 
areas are suggested for further study using the newly developed compression 
techniques.
Chapter 2
Review of Speech Compression 
Techniques
k>
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2.1 Introduction
Modern speech communications systems are increasingly using digital trans­
mission due to the advantages of digital signal process. Digital communi­
cation may be retransmitted many times without significant loss of quality. 
Some digital methods are extremely tolerant to noise and interference, which 
means that digital signals can use less power than analog signals for the 
same transmission range. Security and privacy are easy to maintain. Digital 
speech can be handled over existing data lines, just like any other digital 
information.
The fundamental concern for digital speech process is that of represen­
tation of speech signals in digital form [Rabiner,ef a/.(1978)]. The analog 
speech is represented by the samples taken periodically in time: provided 
that the samples are taken at a high enough rate [Shannon,(1949)].
However, digital speech processing started with a big disadvantage with 
regard to the bandwidth. For a typical speech bandwidth of 4000 Hz, at sam­
pling rate of 8000 samples per second, and 8 bits to characterize the amplitude 
of each sample, a total of 64000 bits per second is needed to represent the 
speech. To reduce the transmission rate, one can either compress the speech 
bandwidth so that a lower sampling frequency can be used or use low bit rate 
coding techniques. The former is called analog bandwidth reduction and the 
latter is called digital bandwidth reduction [Gieseler.et «/.(1980)]. Over the 
past decades, the overwhelming majority of attention has been given to dig­
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ital rather than analog techniques. Most activity in speech compression is 
concentrated on digital techniques which provide a bit rate reduction rather 
than direct audio bandwidth reduction. The primary method used to encode 
speech signals is Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) [Reeves.(1938)]. PCM is not 
a bit rate reduction system but a standard bit rate system and the resulting 
high quality has become the standard o f comparison for bit rate reduction 
systems [Spanias, et a/. (1992)].
Speech coding techniques can be classified into the following three cate­
gories [Holmes,(1988)]:
• waveform coding
• parameter coding
• mid-band coding
Waveform encoding, as its name implies, attempts to copy the actual 
shape of the waveform produced by the microphone and its analogue circuit. 
Parameter encoding extracts certain parameters from the original speech and 
encodes them as digital bits. When the speech is reconstructed, the waveform 
may not appear to be similar to the original, but will sound similar. The mid­
band coding technique is the combination o f the waveform coding and various 
data compression techniques. It normally give better speech reproduction in 
the 4 - 16 kb/s range than is possible with either of the other two techniques 
at these digit rates [Holmes,(1988)].
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2.2 Analog Speech Bandwidth Reduction
2.2.1 Frequency Division
Frequency division [Bogner,(1965)] is a technique which compresses the fre­
quencies at the transmitter and expands them at receiver. In this technique, 
voice bandwidth is divided into three sub-bands, according to the three main 
vowel formants, which are in the range of 200-1000, 1000-2000 and 2000-3000 
Hz respectively. The signal in each channel was then ‘frequency divided' by 
amplitude preserving dividers. This division process is such that the com­
ponent of largest amplitude (corresponding to the formant) is divided, and 
other components translated maintaining the original spacing and similarity 
of amplitudes. Thus each formant could be preserved by using a filter of 
bandwidth a fraction of the original bandwidth, while some lower amplitude 
components would be lost. The narrow bands were recombined, transmit­
ted, separated, and then frequency multiplied. Bandwidth would thus be 
saved by omission of low energy parts of the spectrum. For example, for 
a speech bandwidth of 4000 Hz, if frequencies divided and multiplied by 
two, bandwidth could be halved. Thus, the 4000 Hz speech spectrum can 
be converted to 2000 Hz, transmitted, received and reconverted to 4000 Hz. 
However, there is a problem in dividing all the frequencies by two, because 
by doing so, half of the frequency components will be lost. The missing 
components have to be interpolated in some way at the receiver and it was 
found that such interpolation can seriously affect the quality of the speech
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[Bogncr.( 1965)] [Malah.ei «1.(1981)].
A variation of frequency compression-expansion technique consists of trans­
forming the real and imaginary components of the FFT data into amplitudes 
and phases [Wong.ei «1.(1982)] [Patrick,e< «1.(1983)]. One out of two ampli­
tude and phase components is rejected (put to zero) in the case of 2:1 fre­
quency compression. The remaining components are then moved down and 
the resulting signal is converted back to the time domain by taking IFFT, 
and transmitted using only half the bandwidth of the original signal. At the 
receiver, an FFT is taken for the received signal, the amplitude components 
are moved back to their original position, and the missing components are 
linearly interpolated. The missing phases are replaced with random values 
(because of the low correlation of the phase, it can not be interpolated), and 
the signal is reconverted to the time domain. The reconstructed speech is 
said to be quite intelligible. However very noticeable distortion and back­
ground noise are produced as a result of the incorrect phase associated with 
the interpolated amplitude components.
2.2.2 Time Domain Speech Gapping
This time domain speech gapping [Gieseler.ei «/.(1980)] makes use of the fact 
that voiced speech is a quasi-periodic signal, a signal which repeats itself in 
an almost identical period for many times. This is shown in Figure 2.1 for the 
phrase of ‘five members' in the sentence of 'The committee shall only have 
five members'. The ‘i ’ sound is made up of about 25 nearly identical pitch
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periods. The ‘s sound is similar to random noise o f no particular pattern. If 
these signals are chopped into properly-sized intervals: half o f the intervals 
discarded and the remaining transmitted, at the receiver the speech can be 
reconstructed by simply repeating the received intervals to fill the absent 
gaps. This technique is often explained by numbering the speech signal 
intervals 1,2,3,4... . If every other interval is chopped out, the transmitted 
signal is the sequence of 1.3,5... . At the receiver, each received interval is 
repeated once to make up the deleted interval. The reconstructed signal is, 
therefore, the sequence of 1,1,3,3,5,5... . Basically this technique creates time 
gaps - the transmitted signal is absent half of time. These time gaps can be 
translated into bandwidth saving by stretching out the signal in each of the 
transmitted intervals so that it covers the gaps created. A saving of one-half 
in the time domain can be translated into a bandwidth saving of one-half. 
Alternatively a second channel can be time division multiplexed into the gaps 
so allowing two speech signals to occupy the bandwidth normally required 
for one signal.
A variation of the this technique was proposed by Jibbe [Jibbe,(1986)]. 
In this technique, the input speech is first classified into one of the patterns 
- Voiced speech, Unvoiced speech and Silence (VUS) - by a VUS detector. 
Different transmission scheme is used for different pattern. In a voiced seg­
ment, the pitch period is detected and the pitch interval repetition is counted. 
Only one complete pitch period speech is transmitted together with side in­
formation which include NT'S classification, pitch period and number of pitch
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Figur*- 2.1: Speech waveform for tin1 phrase ‘five members’ .
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repetitions. For an unvoiced frame, the repetition count is always unity indi­
cating no repetition, so in this case the complete frame is transmitted. For a 
silence frame, only the YUS classification is transmitted, effectively meaning 
the elimination of a long pause in speech.
The reconstructed speech from the above techniques is intelligible but 
sounds noticeably artificial resulting from the gapping.
2.3 Waveform Encoding Techniques
2.3.1 Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
PCM is the most common method of digital encoding system for speech 
[Reeves/1938)]. It is now widely used for feeding analog speech signal into 
computer or other digital equipment for further process (in this case it is 
called Analogue-to-Digital (A /D ) Conversion).
Figure 2.2 shows a simplified block diagram of a PCM system. In this 
system, the analogue speech signal is sampled at a frequency of p, (typ­
ically p, =  8000 Hz). The PCM encoder encodes the quantised samples 
into binary-coded digits which are transmitted over a communication chan­
nel. At the receiver, the ptdses are detected and re-shaped. These recon­
structed pulses are then decoded into the amplitude o f the samples which 
are subsequently processed and filtered to generate an estimate of the orig­
inal analogue speech waveform. The quantisation noise of simple PCM is 
determined by the step size associated with a unit increment of the binary
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rode [Jayant,(1974)]. During low-level speech or silence this noise might 
be very noticeable, whereas during loud speech it would be masked by the 
wanted signal. For a given subjective degradation in PCM it is possible to 
allow the quantisation noise to vary with signal level, so a quality improve­
ment can be obtained [Cutler,(1952)]. This variation can be achieved either 
by using a non-uniform distribution of quantisation levels or by making the 
quantisation step size change as the short-term average speech level varies.
Figure 2.2: Simplified block diagram of a PCM system
The logarithmic quantiser [Smith,(1957)] is the most popular non-uniform 
quantising level method which allows a wider dynamic range and more ac­
curate waveform representation at lower amplitude levels. Conventionally, 
the amplitude compression characteristic achieved by a logarithmic type o f 
processing is referred to as 'companding'. For toll quality, a bit rate of G4 
kb/s is necessary. For slightly poorer quality, the rate can be reduced to 48
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2.3.2 Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM)
Various modifications have been made to the basic PCM principle in an at­
tempt to reduce the transmission rate required without reducing the speech 
quality significantly. The best known of these is differentially encoded PCM 
(DPCM) [Cutler.(1952)]. DPCM takes advantage of the fact that speech 
sampled at the Nyquist rate exhibits a very significant correlation between 
successive samples. This high correlation relation makes it possible to ac­
curately predict a sample by the previous sample value. In simple DPCM 
only the difference between adjacent samples is encoded and transmitted 
[Max.(I960)] [Paez et af,(1972)]. In more sophisticated DPCM systems, a 
sequence of past sample values is used to form the estimate of the current 
sample value and the difference between this estimate and the actual sample 
value is encoded and transmitted [Jayant,(1974)]. This processing technique 
results in a saving of about one bit per sample, giving an overall data rate 
of about 56 kb/s.
Practical DPCM systems are Adaptive DPCM (ADPCM) [C'ummiskey.et «1,(1973)] 
in which the quantisation levels or step sizes adjust or adapt to the input 
signal level. ADPCM systems are always better than PCM for speech sig­
nal [Rabiner.et «/.(1978)]. ADPCM systems generally operating at bit rates 
from 32 to 40 kb/s give speech quality which most observers find identical 
to 64 kb/s PCM.
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2.3.3 Delta Modulation (DM)
Delta modulation [DeJager.( 1952)] is actually an ADPCM system in which 
the difference between adjacent samples values is encoded into a one-bit word. 
The bit rate is therefore equal to the sampling rate. To compensate for this 
reduction, the sampling rate must be many times higher than the Nyquist 
rate so that the adjacent samples become highly correlated, ensuring that 
the system output will not dominated by quantisation noise [Jayant,(1974)]. 
A block diagram of a basic DM system is show’ll in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Simplified block diagram of a DM system
The transmitter comprises a comparator whose input is the difference 
between the analogue signal to be transmitted (m(t)) and a sampled and 
integrated version of its output signal ( /( ( ) ) . Thus, when
m( t ) - f ( t ) >  0 ( 2 . 1 )
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a positive pulse of amplitude + V  and width A f is generated. Similarly, 
when
0 ( 2 .2 )
a negative pulse of amplitude -V and width A f is generated. The inte­
grated version of the sampled comparator output, / ( f ) .  effectively tracks the 
input waveform. At the receiver, / ( f )  can be recovered by simply integrating 
the received signal; low-pass filtering, and then removes the higher frequency 
components associated with the quantised signal / ( f )  to yield an estimate of 
the speech signal m(t).
Delta modulation techniques can only operate over a limited input sig­
nal dynamic range before the signal-to-quantisation noise ratio at the out­
put become excessive. Practical systems have an adaptive step size simi­
lar to ADPCM and are designated as Adaptive Delta Modulation (ADM) 
[Abate,(1907)]. ADM systems generally operate at bit rates from 10 to 32 
kb/s. At 32 kb/s the quantisation noise is virtually inaudible. At 10 kb/s the 
noise is noticeable but does not impair intelligibility [Gieseler.ef al.( 1980)].
2.3.4 Sub-Band Encoding (SBC)
Sub-band coding of speech [Crochiere,( 1977)] is a waveform coding technique 
which makes an optimum bits allocation to different part of speech signal. 
The speech frequency is first divided into many sub-bands (typically between
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4 and 8) by a bank of bandpass filters. Each sub-band is then sampled at 
its Xyquist rate (twice the width of the band) and digitally encoded (Figure 
2.4). The principle for the coder is that the bit allocation can be weighted 
so that those sub-bands with the most important information get most bits. 
The initial sub-band encoding technique used fix bit allocations based on the 
average spectrum of speech [Crochiere.et a/.(1982)]. A variant version intro­
duced an idea of dynamically changing the bit allocation [Ramstad,(1982)]. 
This idea is to quantise and transmit the root mean square (rms) value of 
each of the bands for a frame of speech. Based on the quantised value, 
the remaining bits could be allocated among the sub-bands in an optimal 
manner. This modified version of SBC has been developed into both time 
domain and frequency domain [Honda.ef «Z.(1985)] [Soong.ef a/.(1986)]. The 
sub-band coding technique provides toll quality speech in the region from 16 
to 24 kb/s [Holmes.(1988)].
Figure 2.4: Block diagram of sub-band encoding system
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2.3.5 Transform Coding (TC)
Orthogonal transformations of speech signals provide a possibility of bit 
rate reduction for transmission of signals. A mathematical transformation, 
such as Fourier [Robinson,ef a/.( 1970)] [Campanella.ef «1.(1971.a)] or Walsh- 
Hadamard [Campanella,et «/.( 1971.a)] [Robinson,( 1971 )]is first applied to seg­
ments of a speech signal. Then the transform coefficients are quantised and 
transmitted. The primary advantage of this technique is that the system 
can be adaptive so that transform coefficients which are unimportant can be 
omitted and not transmitted at all.
One of the earliest applications of orthogonal transformations to the pro­
cessing of speech signals was carried out by Boesswetter [Boesswetter,( 1970)]. 
In his work, a 1.4 second o f a speech signal was examined. The speech was 
sampled at 8000 Hz and then divided into short time frames. Each frame 
contained 16 samples, equivalent to 2 ms. The results showed that if the 
16 samples were transformed using a 16-point Hadamard Transformation, 
reasonably intelligible speech could be reconstructed by using only the two 
largest coefficients from the set of 16 Hadamard coefficients. Campanella 
and Robinson [Campanella,et «1.(1971 .!>)] have shown mathematically that, 
by using a 16-point Fourier and Hadamard transformations, it should be pos­
sible, for a given signal-to-quantisation noise ratio, to transmit speech using 
46 kb/s for Fourier transformation and 48.5 kb/s for Hadamard transforma­
tion, rather than 56 kb/s as in conventional PCM.
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2.4 Parameter Encoding Technique
In waveform encoding techniques, the coding systems try to faithfully repro­
duce the input waveform. However parameter coding systems make use one 
of the basic properties of speech production that gives a great saving in digit 
rate. As it was mentioned earlier, human speech can be classified into three 
categories, voiced, unvoiced and silence. Analysed over a short time frame, 
a few tens of milliseconds, the glottal excitation for voiced speech have two 
distinct properties: (i) it is ‘periodic’ and (ii) its variation within a period 
is smooth. The excitation for unvoiced speech on the other hand is consid­
ered to be random white noise. The excitation mode of speech production 
is shown in Figure 2.5. In the frequency domain, the fine structure of the 
spectrum consists either of lines, resulting from harmonic of the fundamental 
frequency, or is continuous, during random noise excitation. The envelope of 
the speech spectrum is the result of combining the spectral trend of the cor­
responding sound source with the response of the vocal tract. By separating 
the fine structure specification o f the sound sources from the overall spectral 
envelope description, and specifying both in terms of a fairly small number 
of slowly varying parameters, it is possible to transmit a reasonably adequate 
description of the speech at data rates of 1000 - 3000 b/s. At the receiver, 
the speech is resynthesised by using either a periodic or random noise source 
feeding a dynamically controlled spectral shaping filter. The basic parameter 
encoding system is shown in Figure 2.0.
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Figure 2.6: Block diagram of the basic elements of a parameter coding system
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The three most important types of parameter coding techniques are known 
as linear predictive coding [Makhoul,(1975)j, channel vocoders [Kelly.f 1970)] 
and formant vocoder [Rosenberg,et o/.(1971)].
2.4.1 Voiced/Unvoiced/Silence and Pitch Detection
A pitch detector is an essential component in a variety of speech processing 
systems. Besides providing valuable insights into the nature of the excitation 
source for speech production, the pitch contour of an utterance is useful for 
speech recognition [Atal, et aZ.(1976)], for speech instruction to the hearing 
impaired [Levitt,(1973)], and is required in almost all speech analysis syn­
thesis (vocoder) systems [Flanagan,(1972)]. Because of the importance o f 
pitch detection, a wide variety of algorithms for pitch detection have been 
proposed. The following are some of the most important algorithms for pitch 
detection.
(i) Modified Autocorrelation Method Using Clipping
The modified autocorrelation pitch detector [Dubnowsk.ef nl.( 1976)]is based 
on the centre-clipping method. This method requires calculating the autocor­
relation function of a speech signal filtered to 900 Hz. The autocorrelation 
function is clipped at a certain level (computed in the algorithm), and is 
searched for its normalised maximum value. If the normalised maximum 
value exceeds 0.3, the section is classified as voiced and the location of the 
maximum is the pitch period. Otherwise, the section is classified as unvoiced.
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In addition to the voiced/unvoiced classification based on the autocorre­
lation function, a preliminary test is carried out on each frame of speech to 
determine if the peak signal amplitude within the section is sufficiently large 
to warrant the pitch computation. If the peak signal level within the frame 
is below a given threshold the frame is classified as unvoiced (silence) and no 
pitch computations are made.
(ii) Cepstrum Method
A spectrum of the logarithm of a frequency spectrum is defined as cepstrum 
[Bogert.( 1963)]. The cepstrum pitch detector starts as follows [Schafe.ef al(1970)] 
each frame of 512 samples is weighted by a 512-point Hamming window, and 
then the cepstrum o f  the frame is computed. The peak cepstral value and its 
location is determined and if the value exceeds a fixed threshold, the frame 
is classified as voiced speech and the pitch period is the location of the peak.
If the peak does not exceed the threshold, a zero-crossing count is made on 
the block. If the zero-crossing count exceeds a given threshold, the frame is 
called unvoiced. Otherwise, it is called voiced speech and the location o f the 
maximum value of the cepstrum is the pitch period. A preliminary silence 
detector is used to classify all low-level block as silence prior to the cepstrum 
computation.
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(iii) Simplified Inverse Filtering Technique (SIFT)
The SIFT method of pitch detection starts as follows [Markel,( 1972)]: a block 
of 400 samples taken at a rate of 10000 Hz is low-pass filtered to a band­
width of 900 Hz, and then decimated (down sampled) by a 5 to 1 ratio. The 
coefficients of a 4th-order inverse filter are obtained by using the autocorre­
lation method. The 2000 Hz speech signal is then inverse filtered to give a 
spectrally flattened signal which is then autocorrelated. The pitch period is 
obtained by interpolating the autocorrelation function. A voiced/unvoiced 
decision is made on the basis of the peak of the autocorrelation function.
The threshold used for this test is normalized value of 0.4 for the auto­
correlation peak. As with the previous two pitch detectors, a preliminary 
silence detector is used to classify low-level sections as silence and eliminate 
them from further consideration.
(iv) Data Reduction Method
This pitch detector [Miller,(1975)] places pitch markers directly on a low-pass 
filtered (0-900 Hz) speech signal and thus is a pitch synchronous pitch detec­
tor. To obtain the appropriate pitch markers, the data reduction method first 
detects excursion cycles in the waveform based on intervals between major 
zero crossings.
The remainder of the algorithm tries to isolate and identify the principal 
excursion cycles, i.e., those which correspond to true pitch periods. This is 
accomplished through a series of steps using energy measurements and logic
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based on permissible pitch periods and anticipated syllabic rate changes of 
pitch. An error correction is used to provide a reasonable measure of conti­
nuity in the pitch markers. Since there is no inherent voiced/unvoiced cal­
culation within this pitch detector, regions of unvoiced speech are identified 
by the lack of pitch markers.
(v) Parallel Processing Method
The parallel processing pitch detector [Gold.et a/.(1969)]receives the low-pass 
filtered (900 Hz) speech signal. Then a series of measurements are made 
on the peaks and valleys of the low-pass filtered signal to give six separate 
functions. Each of these six functions is processed by an elementary pitch 
period estimater, giving six separate estimates of the pitch period. The 
six pitch estimates are then combined by a sophisticated decision algorithm 
which determines the pitch period. A voiced/unvoiced decision is obtained 
based on the degree of agreement among the six pitch detectors. Additionally, 
the preliminary silent detector is used to classify low-pass segment as silence.
(vi) Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF)
The AMDF pitch detector [Ross,et a/.(1974)]starts by initially sampling the 
speech signal at 10000 Hz. A zero-crossing measurement is made on a the 
full-band speech file, and an energy measurement is made on a low-pass fil­
tered version (0-900 Hz) of the signal. The average magnitude difference 
function is computed on the low-pass filtered speech signal at 48 lags run­
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ning from 16 to 126 samples. The pitch period is identified as the value of 
the lag at which the minimum AMDF occurs. Thus a fairly coarse quantiza­
tion is obtained for the pitch period. Logic is used to check for pitch period 
doubling, etc., and to check on continuity of pitch period with previous pitch 
estimates. In addition to the pitch estimates, the ratio between the maxi­
mum and minimum values of AMDF is obtained. This measurement, along 
with zero-crossing measurement and energy measurement is used to make a 
voiced/unvoiced decision using logical operation.
2.4.2 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
In the LPC technique, the vocal tract model is based on the principle that 
speech can be reasonably predicted by weighting the sum of previous speech 
samples [Rabiner,et aZ.(1978)]. Models o f speech production process usually 
treat the vocal tract and the air entering the vocal tract (the excitation) 
separately. In LPC analysis [Makhoul,( 1975)] the vocal tract section of the 
speech production model, Figure 2.7, is represented by a time-varying linear 
digital filter. This filter must represent the effects of lip radiation, glottal 
pulse shape and nasal cavity. The aim of LPC analysis is to extract the 
set of parameters from the speech signal which specifies the filter transfer 
function which gives the best match to the speech to be coded. An all-pole 
filter of order p (usually in the range 10 to 20) is used to model the vocal 
tract.
Consider the LPC all-pole model o f the vocal tract, the transfer function
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Figure 2.7: Speech production model.
o f the filter has the form o f
H(z) S(z)
U(z)
G
1 - E ï - i  akt - k
(2.3)
and the parameters of the LPC synthesis model are (i) the voiced/unvoiced 
indication and the pitch period, (ii) the gain parameter G and (iii) the filter 
coefficients (a*.). This simplified all-pole model is a natural representation o f 
non-nasal sounds, but for nasals and fricative sounds both poles and zeros 
are required in the vocal tract transfer function. If however, the order of the 
filter p is large enough, the all-pole model is a good approximation for almost 
all the speech sounds.
Having made the assumption that an all-pole filter of order p will model 
the vocal tract, the LPC analysis must extract sets of coefficients (a*) pe­
riodically from the speech signal. The vocal tract shape generally changes 
relatively slowly and it is thus sufficient to update the parameters once every
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10 to 20 ms.
The output samples s(n)  are related to the excitation u(n) by the simple 
difference equation
p
s(n ) =  ^2 aks(n — k) +  Gu(n) (2.4)
fc=i
The signal s(n)  can be predicted approximately from a linearly weighted 
summation of past samples. Let this approximation of s(n) be s(n), where
p
s(n) =  aks(n — k) (2.5)
/ t=l
The error between the actual value s (n ) and the predicted value s(n) is 
given by
p
e(n) =  s (n) -  s(n) =  s(n) -  aks(n -  k) (2.6)
j t = i
e(n)  is also known as the residual. The prediction coefficients («*.) are 
calculated to minimize the prediction error. So the predicted characteris­
tics obtained can be used to resynthesise the corresponding frame at the 
receiver. The two most important methods to be used for optimisation 
are known as autocorrelation [Market, et al,(1973)) and covariance methods 
[Atal, et «/.( 1971 )].
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2.4.3 Channel Vocoders
The basic idea of the channel vocoder is to attempt direct representation 
of the combined vocal tract and excitation power spectrum by summing to­
gether suitably weighted fixed frequency responses [Kelly,(1970)]. The block 
diagram of the channel vocoders system is shown in Figure 2.8.
BPF BPF
Figure 2.8: Simplified block diagram of a channel vocoder.
A channel vocoder analyses the baseband speech signal by applying it to 
a bank of n contiguous band-pass filters and then detecting and encoding the 
output levels from these filters. Unless a very large number of channels can be 
used (with consequent high digit rate) it is difficult to achieve a good approx­
imation to the spectrum shapes around the formant peaks with a channel 
vocoder. However, the quality achievable with around 1 5 - 2 0  channels is 
reasonably acceptable for communication purposes, and does not require too 
high a data rate for transmission [Holmes,(1988)]. The analogue speech in­
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put is first equalised to ensure that the input to all the analysis BPF’s have 
similar average levels over the complete baseband frequency range. Loga­
rithmic processing and detection are applied to each of the filter outputs 
to give a set of relatively slowly varying signals representing the band-pass 
spectral envelopes; these signals are then sampled and digitised. Similar to 
that in LPC, the input speech is analysed to determine whether the sound 
is voiced or unvoiced. If it is voiced sound, the pitch is detected. A  com­
plete data frame comprising regularly sampled values of filter output levels, 
voiced/unvoiced indication, pitch frequency and overall amplitude informa­
tion is then transmitted in multiplex form at the vocoder frame rate.
At the receiver, the data frames are demultiplexed and decoded. After 
antilog processing, the decoded filter outputs are used to control the gain of 
the synthesis filters. Again, in a manner similar to that described previously 
for LPC, the synthesis filters are excited by a noise-like signal for unvoiced 
speech and by a pitch frequency generator for voiced speech.
Channel vocoding is a robust speech digitisation technique, of which there 
are many practical variants. Channel vocoders typically operate in the range 
1200 b /s  to 9600 b /s with roughly 600 b /s are used to the pitch and voicing 
information and the remaining information devoted to the channel signals 
[Rabiner.et a/.(1978)].
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2.4.4 Formant Vocoders
In general, for a normal speaker, speech energy will be concentrated in a 
few well defined regions of the baseband spectrum; these regions are cen­
tred around the so-called formant frequencies which will clearly vary from 
speaker to speaker. Formant vocoders [Rosenberg, et a/.(1971)] use a synthe­
siser that is much more closely related to human speech production, because 
not only they use the choice of periodic or noise sources as in LPC and channel 
vocoders, but also the spectral filter system has resonators that are explicitly 
related to the principal formants o f the input speech. Therefore, the formant 
vocoders concentrate on modeling speech specifically in the vicinity o f the 
formants by describing accurately the energy distribution in these regions as 
a function o f time. A simplified block diagram of formant vocoders is shown 
in Figure 2.9.
Here, the speech input is analysed in terms of sampled values o f five 
formant frequencies together with the energy levels associated with each for­
mant region. Pitch analysis and voiced/unvoiced detection are carried out as 
for the LPC and channel vocoders. This array of data is sampled, digitised 
and multiplexed prior to transmission. At the receiver, the decoded formant 
frequencies and amplitudes are used to set the parameters of adjustable res­
onant circuits to appropriate values; these circuits are then excited with a 
pitch frequency or noise-like signal according to whether the sound is voiced 
or unvoiced in a particular frame interval.
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Figure 2.9: Simplified block diagram of a formant vocoder
Formant vocoders have been demonstrated to work effectively down to 
rates of 1.2 kb/s or less; they can, however, be sensitive to utterances which 
do not have a well-defined formant structure. In principle, the formant 
vocoder represents a more sophisticated model of the speech process than 
either LPC or channel vocoding and therefore would appear to have the 
potential for lower transmission rates than either of these.
2.5 Mid-Band Encoding Techniques
In waveform encoding systems, the typical transmission rate is in the range of 
16 - 64 kb/s. Since the conventional analogue speech communication band­
width is about 3000 to 4000 Hz, waveform encoding represents a bandwidth
expansion process since a bandwidth considerably in excess of the analogue
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speech bandwidth will normally be required for the transmission of the cor­
responding digitised data. With many practical communications media, effi­
cient bandwidth utilisation is an important consideration and thus any sig­
nificant reduction in speech digitisation rate, and hence occupied bandwidth, 
is beneficial.
Several techniques which attempt to digitise speech in the so-called ‘mid­
band’ between about 4.8 and 16 kb/s were developed. Mid-band systems 
can be considered as the bridge between waveform and parameter encoding 
techniques, they fall into following three categories [Holmes,(1988)]:
2.5.1 Combine Waveform Encoding with Data Com­
pression
As examples o f this category, References [Turner,(1976)] (Frangoulis,(1977)] 
describe two methods of data compression for speech signals. In [Turner,(1976)], 
an adaptive 9.6 kb/s, 2-bit PCM system based upon that proposed by Wilkin­
son [Wilkinson,(1973)] is described. The principle o f  this system is shown in 
Figure 2.10. At each sampling instant, the 2-bit samples are made up of one 
bit to indicate the polarity of the sample and one bit to indicate whether 
the sample value was inside or outside the boundary set by the threshold 
levels. The threshold levels were varied adaptively in accordance with the 
short-term average level of the speech signal. However, it was found that 
the basic 9.6 kb/s data contained so little redundancy that significant data
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compression factors were not achievable.
Figure 2.10: Waveform for adaptive 2-bit PCM system
An application of the Hadamard transform to the compression o f speech 
bit rates was described in [Frangoulis,(1977)]. Here, the digitised samples 
of speech are analysed in terms of their Hadamard transform coefficients. 
Only the dominant coefficients are then transmitted over the communications 
channel in quantised form; at the receiver, the inverse Hadamard transforma­
tion is performed in order to reconstruct an estimate of the original speech 
signal. This technique promises to provide a reasonable quality speech at a 
bit rate about 8 kb /s  [Frangoulis,(1977)].
2.5.2 Advanced Waveform Encoding
An example of this category of mid-band encoding techniques is described in 
[Alexander,(1979)]. The technique, known as time encoding of digital speech, 
encodes the input waveform in terms of parameters such as (a) lengths of 
time between zero crossings of the speech waveform, (b) the number of local
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maxima and minima in speech segments between zero crossings and (c) am­
plitude information. These parameters enable each segment of the waveform 
between successive zero crossings to be characterised by one template. At 
the receiver, using an identical library of templates, the encoded parameter 
information is decoded in order to estimate the profile of the input speech 
signal; clearly, in the absence of noise, this sequence will be identical with 
that computed at the transmitter.
2.5.3 Simplified Parameter Encoding Schemes
The most important technique in this category is adaptive predictive coding 
(APC) [Sambur,(1982)]. APC is a variant of LPC and can also be seen 
as a form o f differential encoding. In LPC, the vocal tract is represented 
in the form of a mathematical model. By employing a linear combination 
of past values of the speech samples and the LPC filter coefficients for the 
current frame, it is possible to predict the proceeding speech samples. The 
data which are transmitted in the LPC system are (a) LPC coefficients a, 
(i =  1, ...,p, where p is the number of poles), (b) pitch period T, (c) the gain 
G and (d) the voiced/unvoiced indication. In general, the APC transmitter 
is configured as is shown in Figure 2.11.
The coefficients a* are calculated to minimise the error between a quan­
tised version of the speech input and the speech signal produced by LPC anal- 
ysis/synthesis. In LPC systems, the error signal is not transmitted whereas 
in APC it is. However, if the LPC algorithm is efficient, the amount of
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Figure 2.11: Simplified block diagram o f APC transmitter
information in the error signal will be relatively small.
In practical APC systems, the number of poles, p, is typically 4 and the 
overall transmission rate approximately 9.6 kb/s.
2.6 Comparison of Speech Coding Techniques
Generally speaking, waveform coding requires a high bit rate (>  16 kb/s), 
but can give toll quality reconstructed speech; vocoding requires a very low 
bit rate (<  4.8 kb/s) but gives only synthetic quality speech and mid-band 
coding requires a low bit rate (4.8 — 16 kb/s) and gives speech quality that is 
not quite as good as that of waveform coders. Comparisons of the bit rates 
o f various coding techniques are shown in Figure 2.12. At the high quality 
end of the scale PCM is used as a standard for low bit rate speech coding
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techniques to be compared with. PCM does not exploit any of the special 
properties of speech production or auditory perception. It encodes all other 
signals equally well. The other coders listed in the figure are designed for 
speech signals and do not operate well with other types of signals.
The ADPCM operate well in the region above 32 kb/s and, at about 
40 kb/s provide toll quality [Jayant,(1974)]. ADM has found use in multi­
channel rural carrier systems in telephony and in certain satellite communi­
cation systems. The SBC and ATC operate best in the region from about 12 
kb/s  to 24 kb/s. At 12 kb/s they tend to be noisy and somewhat synthetic. 
About 24 kb/s their quality is quite good but simpler coders such as ADM 
and ADPCM can provide roughly the same quality. Below 12 kb/s, only 
synthetic quality speech can be obtained by using parameter coding.
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Figure 2.12: Bit rates of speech encoders
All the results presented in Figure 2.12 are for the speech coding tech­
niques operated on the speech samples taken at the Nyquist rate. The trans­
mission rate can be reduced further if lower sampling rate can be applied.
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3.1 Introduction
Conventional speech compression via speech coding attempts to make more 
efficient use of communication channels by reducing the inherent redun­
dancy in speech sources to give a lower transmission rate. The speech 
coding techniques either try to find an optimum code allocation to differ­
ent parts of signals [Turner.( 1976)] [Ramstad,(1982)J [Honda,et al.{ 1985)] 
[Soong.et al.( 1986)] or extract and encode the speech parameters [Kelly.(1970)] 
[Makhoul,(1975)] to achieve a bit rate reduction. However, less attention has 
been given to the more direct approach of determining the sampling rate. 
Clearly, the more efficient the sampling processing, the greater is the poten­
tial efficiency of the overall digital transmission process. Efficient sampling 
is also advantageous when it is necessary to store sampled analogue data 
in a long-term storage medium, e.g. magnetic tape, or where it is required 
to transmit the digital samples over a communication channel having a re­
stricted information transmission capacity.
In general, the conventional approach to determine the sampling rate for a 
given analogue signal is based on the Nyquist criterion which will be briefly 
reviewed in next section. This relates the sampling rate to the maximum 
frequency, or to the difference o f the maximum and minimum frequencies 
of tin- analogue signal to be sampled. In speech communication, the voice 
bandwidth is typically defined to be in the range between 300 and 3400 Hz. 
In order to obtain a good quality reconstructed speech, the sampling rate
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must be at least 2 x 3400 =  6800/s, or say 8000/s to allow for practical 
constraints. However, it has been shown that improved sampling rates are 
possible for multiple band-pass signals where the bands are reasonably dis­
tinct [Dodson,et «/.(1985)] [Dodson,et af.(1988)].
This chapter first reviews the conventional sampling theorem, the Shan­
non sampling theorem. Then we will consider the procedures for spectral 
manipulation, applied to signals having spectra comprising multiple (>  2) 
separated band-pass elements. In essence, the algorithm provides an analyt­
ical and practical tool to enable spectral manipulation to be carried out in a 
systematic manner. This allows non-uniform, adaptive sampling rates to be 
applied to a multiple band-pass analogue signal if the band structure is first 
characterised.
By analysis of the form of a spectrum comprising of multiple band-pass el­
ements. the procedure can be used to derive the optimum (i.e. the minimum) 
sampling rate that is necessary to characterise the spectrum completely, and 
hence allows its complete recovery from the samples taken at that calculated 
rate.
These procedures can be applied to the digitisation of signals of various 
types in order to minimise the number of samples per unit time which must 
be transmitted over a communication channel, or stored in a storage medium, 
to enable the data to be completely recovered after transmission or storage. 
These procedures can therefore be viewed as a form of data minimisation or 
data compression with respect to the classical Xyquist criterion.
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3.2 Shannon Sampling Theorem
The simplest case is that of a time function / ( f )  whose spectrum F(u>) is 
limited to — W < u, < W  (Figure 3.1). If the samples are taken at the 
regular intervals spaced r apart, the sampled signal denoted by / ( f )  is given 
by
f(1) =  /(0$ 3< 5 (f -  nr) =  ^2f(riT)6(t -  nr) (3.1)
n n
The transform of £ „  6(t -  nr) is £ „  ¿(w -  n /r ) / r  [Linden,(1959)].
The equivalent of time domain multiplication of waveforms is the convo­
lution of corresponding spectra and the equation (3.1) leads to
Flu)  =  F(w)  * Z  - H u - ~ )  =  Z  -F(u,  -  - )  (3.2)
n r  f  n t" T
Apart from the weighting factor 1 /r, F(uj) is seen to consist of replicas 
of F(u>) centered at ¿>(u! — ii/t ) as shown in Figure 3.1
Figure 3.1(b) shows that if the sampling period is too large, in other 
words, if the sampling rate is too low. the shifted versions of F ( overlap, 
and the original signal cannot be reconstructed from the samples without 
loss of information. If the sampling rate is 1 /r  =  2IF. Figure 3.1(c), or 
higher. Figure 3.1(d). the overlap will not happen. The original spectrum 
may be recovered by multiplying F(^j) by the spectral window function S(uj) 
shown in Figure 3.1(e). The equivalent operation in the time domain is tlie
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convolution of f ( t )  by the inverse Fourier transform s(t) o f S(u>), i.e.
f ( t )  =  s(t) * / (n r ) i ( f  -  nr) =  f (nr)s ( t  -  nr) (3.3)
n n
Substituting t  =  1/2W and the functional form of s(t)
f ( t )  Y ,  / ( 2 W )
siu27rlV'(t -  n/21T) 
2n\V(1 -  n/2\V) (3.4)
The original Shannon statement [Shannon,( 1949)] o f the sampling theo­
rem is as follows
I f  a function f ( t )  contains no frequencies higher than W  cps it is 
completely determined, by giving its ordinates at a seiies of points 
spaced (\/2W)s apart.
It is useful to think of the sampling frequency or rate (or the reciprocal of 
the sampling interval) as a fundamental length in the frequency domain (or 
reciprocal space); the spectrum and its translates by the sampling rate repeat 
periodically without overlapping along the frequency axis with a period equal 
to the sampling rate.
A similar but slightly more complicated construction lies at the heart of 
the determination of the sampling rate for a bandpass signal, with frequencies 
confined to an interval )■ In this case it can be verified that translates
of the spectrum by integer multiples of 2ujh - - / ¿ )  J (>  2 ( * > „ )) 
also do not overlap. ( [-4J is the integer part of the real number A). Thus
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2u>h/[ljh/(u)h — u>i )J is a fundamental length for the high bandpass signal 
(Figure 3.2). Note that a translate of the reflected or reversed band at 
also appears in the fundamental interval (0 ,2u>h / /(u>h — 
uil)J)- When the signal has a high frequency carrier wave modulated by 
audio or low frequencies, the modulating frequencies can be obtained by 
sampling at a rate 2ush/\uh/(u>h ~ <^ l)J and filtering out frequencies above 
u h /I^hK ^ h — Ul )\.
_______2 <<>h
L^h/'U h-Ul'J
P P
-  U H  - U L o UL U H frequency
Figure 3.2: Spectrum of band-pass function
When u)n is an integer multiple of the bandwidth u>n —u>i, the sampling 
frequency is exactly 2(w# — or twice the bandwidth and is thus exactly 
comparable with Shannon’s theorem which gives 2u>n as the sampling fre­
quency (Nyquist rate). When u>h is not a multiple o f the bandwidth, the 
sampling frequency is 2uju/\uin/(ujn — uq,)J and so can be thought of as 
about twice the bandwidth of the signal, and will be less than 2u>//.
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3.3 Optimal Sampling Rate Algorithm for 
Multi-Band-Pass Signals
3.3.1 Time Domain Compression Technique
As it has been stated earlier, the more efficient the sampling process, the 
greater is the potential efficiency of the data processing procedure. It has 
been shown [Dodson,et al.( 1985)] [Dodson,et al.( 1988)] that larger sampling 
intervals can be used when the spectrum has suitable gaps: the corresponding 
interpolation function is the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic 
function of the set outside which the Fourier transform (spectrum) of the 
signal vanishes.
Assuming first that the spectrum of an analogue signal is confined to a 
number n of intervals (cj.dj) (and ( - d j . - c j ) ) ,  where j  =  l,2..n  and ci <  
di <  c-i < d2.. <  < d„. It is required to find a number p such that
translates of all the frequency bands by integer multiples of p are all disjoint. 
This can be done by computing the difference set of the support of the 
spectrum, i.e. the set of all differences of points in
ur-> { ( —rfi, — e.) U (c,,</.)} (3.5)
The difference set is symmetric about the origin and therefore only the 
positive part needs to be considered. The difference set on the positive 
frequency axis for the n intervals is a set of at most (nJ +  n +  1) intervals
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with endpoints C*., D^. given by all possible differences (c, ±  c,, dj ±  d,) and 
(cj ±  dj, dj ±  Cj)(i < j ) ,  taking account of overlaps.
The sampling frequency can be calculated as follows:
If rp\ does not land in any interval (Ck.Dk) for all non-zero integer r,i.e
then pi is the best possible sampling rate (and 1/pi is the best possible 
sampling interval). Otherwise, suppose rpt falls in (Cr. D r) (so that Cr <  
rpi <  D r) and thus define
and continue the process. It suffices to consider only positive p < 2\Vmar. 
The process terminates after a finite number of trials. Now suppose 
has been constructed successively from p\ and that the first interval that 
multiples of Pj—i fall in is (Cr, D r). Let k p j.u where k =  1,2.., fall in 
(C, .D r); then pj is defined by
7J
P i  = 2 £ > , - c 1)  
1=1
(3.6)
rPi ^(Ck-Dk) 1 < k < N, r =  ± 1 .2 (3.7)
Pi -  ~j~ =  P i- 1  + (3.9)
Since p's are increasing and are. at most. 2\Vmar the process terminates.
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The smallest (first) value of p and other values are respectively the best and 
other possible sampling rates.
An example is shown in Figures 3.3(a)-(c): here the signal frequency 
lies in the intervals (300 Hz,700 Hz), (1200 Hz,1500 Hz) and (3200 Hz.3600 
Hz) (Figure 3.3(a)). The corresponding difference set is in the intervals (0 
Hz.400 Hz), (500 Hz.1400 Hz), (1500 Hz.3300 Hz), (3500 Hz,4300 Hz), (4400 
Hz,5100 Hz) and (6400 Hz,7200 Hz). (Figure 3.3(b)). From equations 3.6-3.9, 
the optimal sampling rate is calculated as follows:
The possible minimum rate is
6
Pi =  2 £ > / ,  -  a )  =  2200 (Hz)  (3.10)
1=1
if r = 1 then rp\ — 2200 Hz falls into the difference set interval (1500 
Hz.3300 Hz), so p, is not the optimal sampling rate. Then from equation 3.8 
t he next possible sampling rate can be calculated as
r r
3300 oonn 3300 -  1 X 2200=  —¡— =  2 2 0 0 + ----------------------- =  3300 (Hz)  (3.11)
When r =  1, rp2 =  3300 is out of any of the difference set intervals. 
\\ hen r =  2, rp2 = 2 x 3300 = 6600 Hz which falls in the sixth interval of 
(6400 Hz.7200 Hz). Repeating the same procedure
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{De -  rp2)
7200 -  2 x 3300 
+ ----------- ------------
r
=  3600 (Hz)  (3.12)
When r =  1, rp3 =  3600 Hz, again it lands in the fourth interval of (3500 
Hz.4300 Hz), so
and rp4 never lands in any of the difference set intervals. So the optimal 
sampling rate for this particular spectrum is 4300 Hz. The Nyquist sampling 
frequency is 7200 Hz.
Figure 3.3(c) shows tin' sampled signal spectrum (only the bands between 
0 and 4000 Hz are shown in detail). It can be seen that there is no overlapping 
of bands, even though a sub-Xyquist sampling rate was used. Since the 
spectrum and its translates by the sampling frequency repeat periodically 
along the frequency axis with period equal to the sampling frequency, some 
spectral components will fall into the gaps. At the receiver, these unwanted 
components must be removed. This requires additional information to be 
used to indicate to the receiver the original band positions.
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(a ) M ulti-band-pass signal
(kHz)
0 0.4 0.5 1.4 1.5 3.3 3.5 4.3 4.4 5.1 6.4 7.2
(b ) Difference sets
Figuro 3.3: Example of sub-N'yquist sampling
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3.3.2 Frequency Companding Technique
Compared with the Time Domain Compression technique, Frequency Com­
panding is a much more simple and straight forward procedure. A multi­
band-pass signal can be compressed to form a low-pass signal with a band­
width approximately equal to the total frequencies occupied by the total 
number of bands. This technique can be explained by an example given in 
Figure 3.4. This frame of signal has a spectrum which contains four bands 
A.B.C' and D with frequency ranges 300-900. 1200-1600. 2400-2800 and 3200- 
3600 Hz respectively (Figure 3.4(a)). These bands can be moved down to 
form a compressed signal. Therefore, band A will occupy 0-600 Hz band B 
600-1000 Hz. band C’ 1000-1400 Hz and band D will occupy 1400-1800 Hz. 
The compressed signal is now contained in the frequency range from 0 to 1800 
Hz (Figure 3.4(b)). The bandwidth of the original signal has therefore been 
approximately halved. When transmitted in this compressed form the signal 
needs only half o f the original bandwidth. The corresponding Nyquist rate,
i.e. twice the compressed bandwidth, is only half of the original Nyquist rate. 
At the receiver, the spectrum of the received signal is expanded back to its 
original format to yield an estimate the original signal frequency spectrum, 
as shown in Figure 3.4(c).
In the above frequency companding technique, additional transmitted 
information is also needed to inform the receiver about the position of the 
original bands.
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(c ) Expanded spectrum
Figure 3.4: Frequency Companding of the speech signal
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3.3.3 Comparison of Time Domain Compression and
Frequency Companding Techniques
Both the sampling reduction techniques are based on the premise that the 
signal has suitable gaps between its spectral elements. The main differences 
are as follows:
(i) In the Time Domain Compression technique, the Nyquist sam­
pling rate is modified. The minimum sampling rate for a frame 
of speech does not only depend on the maximum frequency of the 
signal but also depends on the number of bands, the width and lo­
cation of each band. The algorithm allows the overlap between the 
translates of the speech bandwidth (0-4000 Hz), but by making 
use of the gaps it guarantees that overlap will not occur between 
any of these bands. Although some unwanted bands fall into the 
gaps, they can be removed at the receiver by the knowledge of the 
locations of the original bands. However, in the Frequency Com­
panding technique, the sampling rate is still based on the Nyquist 
criterion. In Time Domain Compression, the minimum sampling 
rate is twice that of the total occupied frequency, it is likely to be 
higher than the minimum rate. In the Frequency Companding, 
all the bands are shifted down to form a baseband signal, so the 
sampling rate is always the minimum one.
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(ii) In Time Domain Compression, the speech bandwidth is not com­
pressed. The original signal is sampled at the calculated optimal 
sampling rate, such that the band overlapping does not occur in 
the sampled signal (Figure 3.3). When the additional compo­
nents are removed at the receiver, the reconstructed speech will 
be a close approximation to the original speech. In the Frequency 
Companding technique, the speech bandwidth is first compressed 
to form a baseband signal. It is the compressed signal that will 
be sampled and transmitted.
(iii) From the system point of view, the Time Domain Compression 
requires a complicated adaptive multi-band-pass filter. A rela­
tively simpler adaptive low-pass filter, however, is needed for the 
Frequency Companding system but appropriate band shifting is 
needed at both transmitter and receiver to compress and expand 
the bandwidth respectively.
The Time Domain Compression algorithm has other applications, such 
as speech scrambling. A speech scrambling system has been developed based 
on this algorithm and it is described in Chapter 5.
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3.4 Extraction of a Multi-Band-Pass Signal 
from a Speech Signal
Figure 1.2 shows a typical speech waveform representing the phrase of 'HF 
systems are' from the sentence of ‘HF systems are for users to use not for oper­
ators to operate'. The variety o f structure associated with the various speech 
sounds is very obvious and some information about the phonetic content can 
be derived from the waveform plots. However, the speech waveform does not 
show a very important property - resonances and their time variation. The 
short-time spectrum of the speech signal, equivalent to the magnitude of a 
Fourier transform o f the waveform, will be more suitable for displaying the 
resonances. Because the time variations of the resonances are responsible for 
carrying the phonetic information that results from moving the articulators, 
it is important to display and analyse the succession o f spectra at short time 
intervals. Figure 1.3 shows such a short time spectrum for the speech signal 
in Figure 1.2 at 32 ms apart. The formants in voiced speech and their time 
variation are shown clearly in this spectrum. Due to the formants, the speech 
spectrum contains several peaks in certain frequency ranges which contain 
most of the energy and in the rest of frequency range the spectral compo­
nents are either empty or contain very little energy. With regard to speech 
perception, it is the spectral peaks and not the spectral troughs which are 
the most significant. If the frequency components in the troughs are removed 
from the signal, the speech quality will not be degraded significantly.
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A dynamic band extraction technique is proposed to eliminate these triv­
ial frequency components so a multi-band-pass signal can be obtained with­
out significantly degrading the quality. This can be described in Figure 3.5.
time (m s) . . . .  frequency (kHz)
(b ) Extracted multi-band-pass signal
Figure 3.5: Elimination of redundancies from speech spectrum
The input speech is first sampled at Nyquist rate o f 8000 Hz. The FFT is 
then taken for the sampled speech in a fixed period of time (in this example, it 
is 32 ms) to obtain the spectrum (Figure 3.5(a)). As shown in this particular 
frame o f the speech signal, most of the energy is concentrated in the frequency
ranges of 0-800 Hz. 1800-2800 Hz and 3100-3300 Hz due to the formants. A 
threshold can be employed to remove the trivial frequency components. The
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spectrum magnitude (power) is compared with the defined threshold, and 
only those components whose magnitude are above the threshold are kept 
and those component which has magnitude lower than the threshold are 
deleted. By carefully choosing the threshold level, the speech quality should 
not be degraded significantly. As it is shown in Figure 3.5(b), the signal 
with redundancy removed has an almost identical waveform to the original 
waveform although the total frequency range occupied is only half of the 
original bandwidth. It must be made clear that the best reconstructed speech 
that can be obtained is the extracted signal. The choice of the threshold will 
directly affect the reconstructed speech quality and the ratio of bandwidth 
reduction.
3.4.1 Threshold Selection
Selecting an appropriate threshold level is a very important factor in decid­
ing the final sampling rate and. hence, the reconstructed speech quality. In 
an adaptive-rate sampling system, the threshold could be adjustable so that 
a defined speech quality could be obtained at an optimal (i.e. minimum) 
sampling rate. The channel state, i.e. available capacity, noise character­
istics etc., will also affect the threshold decision. Real-time analysis of the 
speech spectrum, enable the threshold to also be changed in response to the 
signal characteristics. Because the speech properties change from frame to 
frame, a fixed threshold is not practical to achieve a bandwidth reduction. 
Instead the threshold level has to be adjusted in each frame. As an example.
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Figure 3.6 show the waveform of the word of ‘city’ read by an adult English 
male. The letters under the waveform indicate the waveform structure for 
the corresponding pronunciation. To analyse the spectrum for both voiced 
speech and unvoiced speech, two frames are taken from the sounds / / : /  and 
/< / respectively. Each frame contains 256 samples equivalent to the 32 ms 
signal. Figure 3.7(a) and (b) show the spectrum. It can be seen that for 
the voiced sound /i:/ the average magnitude is much higher than that in the 
unvoiced sound /t/. Suppose a fixed threshold level is to be used for all the 
frames of this word. If the threshold is too low, such as at a scale of 50 in 
magnitude, almost all the frequency components in the sound /»':/ will have 
magnitude above this level, so no frequency component can be removed as 
redundancy. If the threshold is increased to 200, the frequency components 
in the range of [800 Hz.l <00 Hz] and [3000 Hz.4000 Hz] can be eliminated to 
achieve a bandwidth reduction without degrading the quality significantly. 
However at this threshold level there is a problem for the unvoiced sound /t/. 
As all the frequency components are lower than the defined threshold, all the 
spectrum will be deleted and this results in a total loss of the information for 
the unvoiced speech frame. Therefore, in order to remove the redundancy 
but without degrading the quality, the threshold must first be decided by the 
characterisation o f the signal.
Instead of using a fixed threshold, a dynamic thresholding is proposed. 
For each frame of speech spectrum, the maximum magnitude is detected. 
The threshold level can be defined as a percentage of the maximum value.
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time (m s)
Figure 3.6: Waveform of the word of ‘city’
Figure 3.i : Spectrum for voiced and unvoiced sound in the word of ‘city’
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Generally, in a voiced speech frame, the differences between the maximum 
magnitude and those trivial frequency components is significant . By carefully 
choosing the threshold level, the redundancy can be removed and a significant 
bandwidth reduction can be achieved. This has been shown in Figure 3.5. 
In this example, the threshold is chosen as 20% of the maximum magnitude, 
and the total frequency range, in which the trivial frequency components are 
deleted is 2000 Hz, which is half of the original bandwidth. The extracted 
multi-band-pass signal waveform is almost identical to the original speech 
waveform (see Figure 3.5(a) and (b )).
Removing redundancies by eliminating trivial frequency components only 
makes sense in the case of voiced speech. For unvoiced speech, due to lack of 
formants, the spectrum is rather flat along the frequency axis (Figure 3.7(b)). 
If the threshold is chosen as 20%, for example, almost all the frequency 
components will have magnitudes above the threshold. Therefore, there will 
be no bandwidth reduction. If the threshold is too high, say 50% of the 
maximum magnitude,the threshold level will be higher than most of the 
magnitudes, which results in the loss of too much information. It will be 
explained later, the threshold level usually ranges from 10 to 30 per cent of 
the maximum magnitude. For most unvoiced speech segments, this threshold 
level will not remove too much information.
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3.4.2 Relation Between Eliminated Spectrum and Speech 
Quality
During the redundancy elimination process, the removable redundancies for 
a frame of speech depend on the speech characteristics and other factors, 
such as channel capacity, noise characteristics etc. In the first stage, without 
considering the channel condition, only speech characteristics are taken into 
account. The reconstructed speech quality is related to the amount of energy 
which remains after the thresholding process. Generally, the more energy 
retained in speech signals, the better the reconstructed speech quality.
There is no defined relationship between the eliminated spectrum and the 
quality o f speech. However, a statistical relation can be obtained by practical 
testing. Several tests have been carried out for this purpose. The original 
speech was low-pass filtered with cutoff frequency of 4000 Hz. It was then 
sampled at the Nyquist rate of 8000 Hz. The FFT of the sampled spc< ■eh was 
taken at a fixed frame size of 32 ins (250 samples). The speech quality was 
measured for different threshold levels. Two measurements were recorded: (i) 
intelligibility vis retained bandwidth and (ii) retained bandwidth vis thresh­
old level.
In the intelligibility test, 250 individual words and 125 sentences were 
used. The content of the word and sentence lists are important, and were 
constructed considering phonetic balance, word length, stress position, word 
importance, etc [Parsons,(1987)]. These test words and sentences were read
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by a male speaker and a female speaker respectively and recorded on an audio 
tape in a virtually noise free studio. These words and sentences were then 
divided into 5 groups with each group containing 50 words and 25 sentences. 
The intelligibility test was carried out at 5 different levels of threshold. Each 
group of the five lists of words and sentences was used at one of the five 
threshold levels, so that the intelligibility scores at different threshold levels 
are relatively independent of each other.
Ten listeners were asked to listen to the reconstructed speech and to write 
it down. The rate of correctly recorded words and sentences is defined as the 
intelligibility score. The average score of the ten listeners is defined as the 
intelligibility test result.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the test results. As shown in Figure 3.9, the 
speech intelligibility remains almost unchanged until the total bandwidth is 
reduced to 2000 Hz, half of the original bandwidth. The intelligibility then 
slowly decays with the further reduction of bandwidth. When the bandwidth 
is reduced to 1000 Hz the intelligibility drops sharply. This test shows that 
the speech with total remaining bandwidth above 1000 Hz is highly intelligi­
ble. Figure 3.9 also shows that the intelligibility for the female voice sound 
is lower than that for the male at a similar bandwidth. This is due to the 
rich frequency components in female voice.
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Figure 3.8: Relation between threshold level and retained bandwidth
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Figure 3.9: Relation between retained bandwidth and intelligibility
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3.5 Adaptive-Rate Sampling System Design
From the above studies it can be seen that there are some redundancies 
which can be removed without significantly degrading speech quality. The 
retained speech signal, therefore, forms a multi-band-pass signal to which the 
sampling reduction techniques developed earlier can be applied to achieve a 
low rate sampling processing. The rest of this chapter describes a computer 
simulation to implement both Time Domain Compression and Frequency 
Companding techniques in speech processing. The real-time implementation 
using digital signal processor will be described in Chapter 6.
3.5.1 System Description
The block diagrams for the Time Domain Compression and Frequency Com­
panding systems are shown in Figure 3.10 and 3.11 respectively.
In both systems, the input speech is first sampled at the Nyquist rate 
of 8000 Hz to obtain a digitised signal. Then this discrete signal is divided 
into fixed length frame. An FFT is taken from each frame for spectrum 
analysis. The speech bandwidth is divided into 16 sub-bands with each 
sub-band occupying a bandwidth of 4000/16 =  250 Hz. In each frame, the 
maximum magnitude is detected. The threshold level varies accordingly with 
the maximum magnitude.
In the Time Domain Compression system, the current frame speech spec­
trum is fed into a spectrum analyser and a redundancy eliminator. The
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Figure 3.10: System block diagram for Time Domain Compression technique
Figure 3.11: System block diagram for Frequency Companding technique
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spectrum analyser detects the maximum magnitude and sets the appropri­
ate threshold level. The speech spectrum is then compared with the defined 
threshold level and a decision is made that which sub-bands need to be kept 
and which need to be removed. The optimal sampling rate for the current 
frame of speech is then calculated by using equations 3.6 - 3.9. The output 
of the spectrum analyser is the control information which controls the re­
dundancy eliminator to carry out the redundancy deleting. An inverse FFT 
is then taken from the remaining spectrum to get a time domain waveform. 
A sub-Nyquist sampling is taken for this signal at the calculated optimal 
sampling rate. The control information is also added into the speech infor­
mation before it is transmitted over the channel. At the receiver, the received 
block of data is decoded into speech data and control data. The speech data 
which contains some unwanted bands in its spectrum due to the sub-Nyquist 
sampling is then passed through a multi-band-pass filter which is controlled 
by the control information. Finally, the output of the filter is converted to 
analogue signal to obtain a desired reconstructed speech signal.
A similar procedure is carried out in the Frequency Companding sys­
tem. The redundancy is removed at the defined threshold level and the re­
tained bands are fed into the spectrum compressor where they are spectrally 
compressed to form a baseband signal with bandwidth equal to the sum of 
total remaining sub-bandwidths. Then this baseband signal is sampled at 
the Nyquist rate for the compressed baseband signal. Hence the required 
Nvquist rate is much lower than that for the original speech signal. The re­
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dundancy eliminating, spectrum compressing and sub-Nyquist sampling are 
controlled by the output of the spectrum analyser. This control informa­
tion is also added into the speech data before transmission. At the receiver, 
the received data is decoded into control data and speech data. The speech 
signal is low-pass filtered and the FFT is taken to get the compressed spec­
trum. Then this spectrum is expanded back to its original frequency bands 
to yield approximately the original speech signal spectrum. The approxi­
mate time domain speech signal is recovered by taking an inverse FFT on 
this spectrum. Control information is used at the receiver for the knowledge 
of the original sub-band positioii in each frame. The low-pass filtering and 
spectrum expanding are both controlled by the received control information.
3.5.2 Simulation Results
Computer simulations have been carried out in order to verify the sampling 
reduction techniques. A digit al signal processor (DSP32C) and PC were used 
for this purpose.
The analogue speech signal is first sampled at Nyquist rate (8000 Hz) 
and encoded with 8-bit PCM by the A /D  converter in the DSP32C. The 
digitised speech signal is then fed into the PC for the simulation processing. 
The speech samples are divided into frames, and for each of these frames a 
sampling rate is calculated and the short-time element signal is sub-sampled 
at the calculated sampling rate. Because different sampling rates may be 
used for different frames, the number of sub-samples in each frame can be
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different.
The tests were carried out at different frame size. It was found that, in 
general, larger frame size results in a poorer reconstructed speech quality. 
The reason is that, for speech signal, temporal properties such as energy, 
zero crossing and correlation can be assumed fixed over time intervals on the 
order of 10 to 32 ms [Rabiner.ei <d.{ 1978)]. If the frame size is too large, 
the speech signal may change its property from one to another during the 
period of one frame, for example from voice speech to unvoiced speech. When 
the frame is analysed in frequency domain, the unvoiced part will appear to 
have very low magnitude, indicating a low energy, and the voiced part will 
display significant magnitude, indicating high energy. When a threshold is 
set to eliminate the redundancies, the unvoiced speech part will be deleted. 
The loss of unvoiced speech signals can also happen in a small frame size 
case, such as 32 ms. But in this case, since the analysis frame is short, 
the unvoiced part of the signal in this frame will lie even shorter. The loss 
of such a short piece of information will not be noticed by the human ear. 
However, in a large frame, this loss of information might be very noticeable 
and can severely degrade the speech quality. On the other hand, the addition 
of control information increases the total transmit bit rate. As the control 
bits are added into each frame, in order to minimise the number of added 
control bits, the frame size needs to be large. Making a compromise between 
bit rate and quality, it was found that a frame size from 10 to 32 ms (128 to 
256 samples) is reasonable. The rest of the simulation results are obtained
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at the frame size of 32 ms.
As an example. Figure 3.12 and 3.13 show the test results for the Time 
Domain Compression system and the Frequency Companding system respec­
tively. The speech used is a short sentence of ‘Is the earth really flat?' read 
by an adult male. The frame size is fixed at 32 ms, or 256 samples. The total 
sentence is 1.664 ms long and contains 13.312 samples, which means there 
are 52 frames in total. The threshold level is set at 20% of the maximum 
magnitude of each frame. Both figures show the speech waveform in different 
stages, i.e. input, retained signal after redundancy elimination, transmitted 
signal and reconstructed speech.
The results show that the average sampling rates are 4152 and 3170 Hz 
for the Time Domain Compression system and the Frequency Companding 
system respectively. Table 3.1 shows the speech classification and the corre­
sponding optimal sampling rate for each frame of the sentence.
In general, the sampling rates for unvoiced speech are higher than those 
for voiced speech due to the reason described in section 3.4.1. The statisti­
cal figure for this particular sentence shows that the average sampling rate 
for voiced, unvoiced speech and silence are 3761, 4598 and 4992 Hz respec­
tively for the Time Domain Compression system and 2865, 3712 and 3438 
for the Frequency Companding system. The result also shows that the opti­
mal sampling rate for the Time Domain Compression system is most likely 
higher than that in the Frequency Companding system. In fact only in frames 
7.8.23.and 42. the sampling rate for both systems are the same.
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2 0  r (a) Original speech
-20 L
20 r
0.2 0 .4  0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
time (ms)
_________ (b ) Speech with redundancy removed ________ ______
0.6 0.8 1 
time (ms)
1.6
20 r (c) Sub-sampled speech
-20
20
0.2 0 .4  0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
time (ms)
_________________(d) Reconstructed speech_______ _______________
-20 L
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
time (ms)
1.2 1.4 1.6
Figure 3.12: Simulation result for Time Domain Compression system
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20 r (a) Original speech
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20 (c ) Sub-sampled speech
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(d ) Reconstructed speech
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Figure 3.13: Simulation result for Frequency Companding system
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In the above test, the threshold level is adjusted from frame to frame 
according to the speech spectrum. In a real-time system, this adjustment 
can be carried out based on both the speech character and the channel con­
dition. There is always a trade off between the reconstructed speech quality 
and the sampling rate. By adjusting the threshold level, the sampling rate 
can be varied and consequently the reconstructed speech quality changed. 
This is very useful in real-time communication systems in which the thresh­
old level would be adapted to the state o f channel by using real-time chan­
nel evaluation (RTCE) techniques [Darnell.( 1983)] [Honary, et «/.( 1088)]; the 
sampling procedure would continuously adjust the spectral threshold level so 
that the sampling rate calculated for the remaining multi-band-pass spec­
trum remained compatible with the available channel capacity. This will be 
described in detail in Chapter 6.
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Frame No. VUS
status
Kept bandwidth (Hz) 
(a fte r thresholding)
Sampling rate (Hz)
FC
1 s 768 1792 1536
2 u 768 2816 1536
3 V 768 1920 1536
4 V 1280 3712 2560
5 V 1280 3712 2 56 0
6 u 768 1920 1536
7 u 384 768 768
8 u 512 1024 1024
9 V 1280 3072 2560
10 V 1280 3072 2560
11 V 1024 2944 2048
12 V 1024 3200 2048
13 V 1280 3968 2560
14 V 1024 3456 2048
15 V 768 2560 1536
16 V 1024 2944 2048
17 V 1024 2432 2048
18 V 1536 3328 3072
19 LT 1536 186 1 3072
20 u 2816 6656 5 63 2
21 u 2560 l"t> 1 5 12 0
22 V 768 1792 1536
23 V 512 1024 1024
24 V 768 1792 1536
25 V 1024 2816 2048
26 V 1536 4224 3072
27 V 1536 4480 3072
28 V 1536 1864 3 07 2
29 V 1792 6144 3584
30 V 1280 3200 2560
31 V 2048 5760 4 09 6
32 V 2048 6400 4 09 6
33 V 1024 3840 2048
34 u 1280 4096 2 56 0
35 s 1024 2688 2048
36 s 1536 5376 3072
37 s 2304 7552 4608
38 u 3328 8193 6656
3 9 V 1792 4352 3584
40 V 2304 4864 4608
41 V 2304 5120 4608
42 V 2560 5120 5120
43 V 2304 5120 4608
44 V 2816 5376 5632
45 u 4608 5120 4608
46 If 1280 3584 2 56 0
47 u 1792 4864 3584
48 u 3840 8192 7680
49 If 2816 7424 5632
50 s 3072 7424 6144
51 s 2304 7680 4608
5 2 s 1024 2432 2048
Table 3.1: Speech status and the optimal sampling rati1 for each frame
Chapter 4
Reconstruction of Speech from 
Its Frame Differences
8 3
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4.1 Introduction
Human voice exhibits some distinct properties, such as quasi-randomness, 
pseudo periodicity and silence. Among these properties, pseudo-periodicity 
gives a possibility of speech compression. Various techniques have been pro­
posed for this purpose. Two examples of these techniques were described 
by Gieseler [Gieseler.et al.( 1980)] and Jibbe [Jibbe.f 1986)]. Basically, both 
of the systems take one frame o f a speech signal as a reference and elimi­
nate others which are similar to the kept one. During reconstruction, the 
retained frame speech simply repeats itself for desired number of times to 
form an approximate of the original signal. The reconstructed speech using 
these techniques is reported to be intelligible but lacks naturalness, sounds 
rather artificial, due to the fact that these techniques ignore the changes of 
the stress, pitch period and the speaker’s emotion.
The pitch is the fundamental frequency of speech. It determines the 
period of the pseudo-periodical signal. Pitch variations over a sentence give 
shape to a sentence and indicate its structure. Stress indicates the degree 
of emphasis with which a word or syllable is spoken. Stressed sounds are 
usually louder than unstressed one. Also stress tends to raise pitch, which 
causes pitch change from an unstressed sound to a stressed sound. The 
changes of pitch, stress etc make speech sound natural and with emotion. 
In order to achieve a high quality speech reconstruction, these changes must 
be traced and. ideally, need to be preserved as much as possible. In this
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chapter, the author proposes a new technique which compresses the speech 
bandwidth by making use of the pseudo-periodic property. Unlike other 
techniques, this technique is able to trace the changes of the speech and 
restore these changes during the speech reconstruction. The reconstructed 
speech is highly intelligible and sounds natural because the time-variations 
of the speech signal are preserved.
4.2 Examination of Time-Variation of Speech 
Signal
In order to examine the time-variation of a speech signal, the waveform 
which has been shown in Figure 1.2 is shown in Figure 4.1 in greater detail. 
This speech was sampled at 8000 Hz; the elapsed time is marked on the 
figure at intervals. The first thing to observe in this figure is the fact that 
there are virtually no abrupt boundaries between phones; nearly every sound 
fades gradually into the next sound. In the following discussion, the phones 
will be described as starting at certain points, which are identified by the 
letters in the figure, but it must be remembered that these are approximate 
locations. The phonation begins at point A. This is for the sound of /ei/ in 
'H . Here we can see the characteristic shape of the speech waveform: each 
cycle begins with a marked peak and is followed by a set of gradually decaying 
oscillations. The initial peak results from the start of the glottal pulse, and 
the following oscillations are the vibrations of the cavity resonances in the
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mouth in response to the pulse. This sound lasts for about 125 ms, but there 
is an obvious change of the waveform shape. In linguistic terminology, the 
phone /ei/ is a diphthong, defined as a gliding monosyllabic speech item that 
starts at the articulatory position for one vowel and moves to the position 
for another [Rabiner.ei a/.(1978)]. The phone starts with /e /  in /ei/ then 
repeats for about 7 cycles with a pitch of 120 Hz. Then at point B, the 
transition between / e /  and / i/ starts and the pitch and formants gradually 
change. The pitch for the later part of /ei/ is about 128 Hz. Both of the 
pitches are reasonable figures for a male voice.
The unvoiced affricate sound /tf / starts at point C' and lasts for about 86 
ms until point D. This is an obvious noise-like signal with much lower energy 
level compared with the voiced sound /ei/. The sound /e/ of ‘F ’ starts at 
point D. Compared with /ei/ in 'H', the formant transitions and amplitude 
changes of the sound /e/ are much smoother. From point D to E, a duration 
of approximately 104 ms, there are 13 cycles, so the pitch in this region is 
about 125 Hz. If the /e/ were constant, then all the cycles would have the 
same shape. However, the vocal cords take one or two cycles to reach a 
steady state; the tongue is continually in motion and the lips are moving 
from the open position of the beginning of /e/ to the closed position needed 
for the sound / / / .  These changes, which are examples o f coarticulation and 
formant transitions, are reflected in the continually changing shapes of the 
13 cycles of the sound /e / .
The unvoiced fricative / / /  (from point E to F) is followed by another
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fricative /s/ for the first 's' in ‘systems’ .
The vowel / ¿ /  starts at point G with a pitch of 160 Hz and is followed 
by the sound / s /  for the second ‘s ’ in ‘systems’. A short period of sound 
/t/ starts at I and lasts for about 28 ms. The sound / e /  and /m / are both 
voiced sound. The /e /starts at point J and then the lips move together to 
closure for sound / m / .  At about point K, the lips are completely closed 
and the shape of waveform has changed from that for / e /  to that for /m/. 
There are five periods for sound /e /  with pitch of 98 Hz. The sound /m/  
lasts relatively longer than other phones, with about 24 cycles. The effect 
of stress can be seen clearly here. The speaker had put stress at the later 
part of /m/ and this results in an increase of pitch. The /m/ starts with a 
pitch of 96 Hz and the period almost repeats identically for about 6 cycles. 
At about point L, the stress starts and the amplitude is increasing together 
with the pitch. The pitch is increasing gradually from 96 Hz at point L to 
133 Hz at point M. Finally the sound ftn f  is followed by a noise-like sound 
/s/ for the last 's' in the word of ‘systems'.
4.3 Compression Technique
From the discussion in section 4.2, it can be seen that speech signal is ba­
sically an nonstatiouary signal. The time variations of pitch, formants and 
stress not only happen during the transition between two phones but also 
happen in the period o f a single phone. Such variations are usually a slow
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procedure so that the speech waveform repeats many times at the length of 
the pitch period and with little change between two consecutive pitch peri­
ods. If this change can be detected and extracted, one period of speech signal 
can be reconstructed by modifying its neighbouring period using the frame 
differences. This can be explained clearly in the following example.
Figure 4.2 is a piece of speech with duration of 32 ms. The pitch frequency 
is of 80 Hz. This signal is sampled at 8000 Hz so there are 100 samples in 
each pitch period. First, we consider the case of fixed analysis frame size. 
Suppose the frame size is fixed as 16 ms, i.e. 128 samples in each frame. The 
waveforms with magnitude and phase responses in the frequency domain 
for both frames are shown in Figure 4.3 (a),(b) and (c) respectively. The 
waveforms are similar but with a time shift between them (Figure 4.3(a)). 
This similarity also exists in the frequency magnitude which indicates the 
power distribution (Figure 4.3(b)). However, because of the time shift, the 
phase response of the signal will normally be un-correlated as shown in Figure 
4.3 (c). The differential signal can be extracted in the frequency domain by 
comparing two frames’ spectrum or, more directly, in the time domain.
The purpose of reconstructing speech from frame differences is to achieve 
a low sampling rate. To employ the optimal sampling rate algorithms de­
veloped in Chapter 3 to the frame differences, the differential signal should 
occupy a very narrow bandwidth in total. It was found that the length of the 
frame is a very important factor in this technique. Although the magnitudes 
in the two frames are similar, it is not practical to extract the differences
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without considering the frame size. This is because the time domain wave­
form in two consecutive frames may look very similar but with a possible 
time shift. This implies highly correlated magnitude but uncorrelated phase 
responses in frequency domain. A narrow-band frame differences cannot be 
extracted unless both the magnitude and phase in two frames are highly 
correlated. This can be seen more clearly if the differences are taken di­
rectly in the time domain. Figure 4.4(a) is the differential signal extracted 
from the corresponding samples from the two frames. In fact, the extracted 
differential signal looks like a normal speech signal with a typical speech 
spectrum 4.4(b). A threshold can be employed to remove some redundancies 
and sampling rate reduction can be achieved. However this is basically the 
same process which was described in Chapter 3. so the ratio o f sampling rate 
reduction will be the same as was achieved in Chapter 3.
This problem can be solved, if the frame size is chosen adaptively ac­
cording to the speech signal pitch period. The pitch for the signal in Figure
4.2 is 80 Hz (100 samples). If the frame size is set as the same length as
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Figure 4.3: Speech waveform and frequency responses in a fixed length frame 
(32 ms)
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frequency (H z)
(b ) Differential signal power distribution
Figure 4.4: Differential signal in fixed length frame
the pitch period, the two frame signals will have similarities in both time 
domain waveforms and frequency responses; magnitude and phase, as shown 
in Figure 4.5(a), (b) and (c). The differences from the two frames can be 
extracted by only comparing their magnitudes.
As shown in Figure 4.6(a), the significant differences, the peak, concen­
trate in a small frequency range from 1650 to 2250 Hz. In other ranges, 
the differences are very small. It is the significant differences that make the 
major contribution to the changes of waveform structures between the two 
periods of speech signal, so if only the peak is preserved and used later on 
in reconstruction of the signal, the changes will be followed almost entirely. 
As an example, the Frequency Companding technique developed in Chapter 
3 is used to compress the bandwidth. The kept band is moved down to form 
a baseband signal with a bandwidth of 600 Hz (Figure 4.6(b)). The inverse 
FFT is performed to obtain the compressed signal waveform (Figure 4.6(c)).
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Figure 4.5: Speech waveform and frequency response in two consecutive 
periodic-frames
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The sampling rate needed for the compressed signal is 1200 Hz. The second 
frame of signal can be reconstructed by simply adding the frame differences 
to the first frame signal (Figure 4.6(d)).
frequency (Hz)
(a ) Magnitude differences (b ) Compressed magnitude differences
time (ms)
(c ) Compressed differential waveform
time (m s)
(d ) Reconstructed signal
Figure 4.6: Differential signal and reconstructed signal
4.4 System Description
A general block diagram of the compression system is shown in Figure 4.7. 
The functional details of each block in this figure will be illustrated in the
subsequent section of this chapter.
Referring to Figure 4.7, the speech is first sampled at the Nyquist rate
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control information
Figure 4.7: System block diagram
of 8000 Hz and encoded with 8-bit PCM. The sampled speech signal is then 
framed with a fixed length of 32 ms, or 2oG samples. It is then determined 
whether each frame is voiced speech, unvoiced speech or silence. If it is voiced 
speech, its pitch period is detected. Each frame of speech signal is also fed 
into the compression processor which treats the incoming frames differently 
according to their YL S status. The compressed speech information bits 
together with some necessary control bits are sent to the receiver or stored 
in a long term medium for future reconstruction.
The reconstruction processor is basically an inverse processing o f the com­
pression. From the knowledge of the VI'S status of the incoming signal, the 
processor reconstructs the speech signal by using an appropriate method. 
Finally the reconstructed speech is sent to the destination which could be a 
telephone or an amplifier-speaker unit.
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A speech reconstruction process is also carried out at the transmit ter, and 
this processing is basically the same as that at the receiver except that there 
is no need to compress the frame differences here. The reconstructed signal 
is also kept in a buffer and the next comparison should be made between the 
reconstructed signal in the buffer and current period, and the differences be 
extracted from them. This will prevent an accumulated error from adding 
into the reconstructed speech.
4.4.1 Voiced/Unvoiced/Silence and Pitch Detector
The need for deciding whether a given segment of speech waveform should be 
classified as voiced, unvoiced or silence and determining the pitch period for a 
voiced speech has been studied by many researchers [Dubnowsk,ei a/.(1976)] 
[Schafe.et «/.(1970)] [Markel,( 1972)] [Rosenber.et «/.(1975)] [Ross.ef «/.(1974)] 
Pitch determination, i.e. detection and measurement of the fundamental fre­
quency Fu o f voice in natural human speech, is one of the most important 
subjects in speech processing. In speech coding, for instance, the quality 
of the vocoder speech deteriorates rapidly as a function of imprecise pitch 
estimates. Accurate and reliable measurement of pitch period of a speech 
signal from the acoustic waveform is often a difficult task for several reasons. 
One reason is that the glottal excitation waveform is not a perfect train of 
period pulses. The waveform varies both in period and in the detailed struc­
ture. A second difficulty in measuring pitch period is the interaction between 
the vocal tract and the glottal excitation. In some instances the formants
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of the vocal tract can alter significantly the structure of the glottal wave­
form so that the actual pitch period is difficult to detect. A third difficulty 
in pitch detection is distinguishing between unvoiced speech and low-level 
energy voiced speech. In many cases transitions between unvoiced speech 
segments and low-level energy voiced speech segments are very subtle and 
thus are extremely hard to pinpoint.
Because of the importance of such classification and det ermination, a wide 
variety of algorithms for speech classification and pitch detection have been 
proposed in the speech processing literature and are reviewed in Chapter
2. Due to the difficulties in the VUS classification and pitch determination, 
none of these algorithms performs significantly better than the others in all 
circumstances. The choice of the pitch detection algorithm depends on the 
requirement of the user. It was found that the SIFT algorithm performs quite 
well for both male speakers and female speakers [Rabiner, et al.( 197G)]. In 
the speech compression system using frame differences, SIFT is employed to 
discriminate speech segments as voiced or unvoiced speech and extract the 
pitch period for voiced speech.
A block diagram of the SIFT analysis system is shown in Figure 4.8. The 
speech waveform s(t) is first pre-filtered by a low-pass filter with a cutoff at 
800 Hz since the spectrum of a voiced sample will always have a maximum 
peak in the range (0.1000) Hz with the largest peak outside the range, gen­
erally 5-10 dB below the first peak. A cutoff at 800 Hz is a reasonable choice 
for including most of the low-frequency range while providing sufficient at­
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tenuation at 1000 Hz. After sampling the filter output at a 2000 Hz rate by a 
decimation process (i.e. 3 out of 4 samples are dropped at the output of the 
lowpass filter), the output, .r(n), is then analysed using the autocorrelation 
method. It is found that, a fourth order filter is sufficient to model the signal 
spectrum in the frequency range 0-1000 Hz because there will generally be 
only 1 - 2  formants in this range. The signal r(n) is then inverse filtered 
to give y(n).  a signal with an approximately flat spectrum. The short-time 
autocorrelation of the inverse filtered signal is computed and the largest peak 
in the appropriate range is chosen as the pitch period. To obtain additional 
resolution in the value of the pitch period, the autocorrelation function is 
interpolated in the range of the maximum value. An unvoiced classifica­
tion is chosen when the level of the autocorrelation peak falls below a given 
threshold.
Figure 4.8: Block diagram of SIFT algorithm
Figure 4.9 shows some typical waveforms obtained at several point in the 
analysis. Figure 4.9(a) shows a frame of input speech being analysed. Figure 
4.9(b) indicates the input speech spectrum and the reciprocal of the spectrum 
of the filter. For this example there appears to be a signal formant in the
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range of 250 Hz. Figure 4.9(c) shows the spectrum of the signal at the output 
of the inverse filter, whereas Figure 4.9(d) indicates the time waveform at 
the output of the inverse filter. Finally, Figure 4.9(e) shows the normalised 
autocorrelation of the signal at the output of the inverse filter. A pitch period 
o f about 8 ms is clearly presented by the peak value.
Similar to many other VUS classification techniques, SIFT can only dis­
criminate voiced speech and unvoiced speech. If a segment of a signal is 
silence, it will be classified into either voiced speech or unvoiced speech. In 
practical implementation, a preliminary silence detector is employed to de­
tect the silence in speech signal and the decision is made based on the total 
of energy contained in a frame of signal. Generally, voiced speech contains 
much higher energy than that in unvoiced and silence, and the total energy 
contained in unvoiced speech and in silence is also quite distinguishable. An 
appropriate threshold can be employed for the purpose of silence detection 
and any frame of speech signal which has a total energy below this thresh­
old will be classified as silence. Table 4.1 shows the test results of SIFT 
technique. About 138.6 seconds speech is used for this test. The speech 
contains 40 sentences read at a normal speed without any noticeable silence 
(pause). The speech is YLS classified by the SIFT system and the results 
are compared with the decision made by manual analysis. As can be seen 
from Table 4.1. the detection error is as low as 2.42%. and most of the error 
occurred during the transition from one class of speech to another. Table 4.1 
also indicates the proportion of voiced, unvoiced and silence in speech signal
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as 76.7%, 13.55%, and 9.75% respectively.
actual class voiced unvoiced silence
identified as
voiced 3269 43 0
unvoiced 51 538 5
silence 0 6 417
total 3320 587 422
Table 4.1: Test results of SIFT algorithm
4.4.2 Compression Processor
The flow chart of the compression processor is shown in Figure 4.10. The 
sampled speech signal is fed into the processor in fixed length frames. Each 
frame is classified into voiced, unvoiced or silence by a YUS detector. Flags 
are used to indicate the status of each frame of signal, 0 for voiced, 1 for 
unvoiced and 2 for silence. Different class speech will be processed in different 
manner to achieve a low rate transmission or minimize the date for storage.
If a frame of signal is detected as silence, the potential of compressing the 
speech signal is apparent. In fact, there is no need to transmit such a piece of 
silence to the receiver so the whole frame data can be simply removed from 
the speech and only some control information sent over the communication 
channel. Such elimination of silence will delete all the redundancy caused by 
a long pause between two sentences or two words.
In the case of unvoiced speech signal, the low rate transmission of speech
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Figure 4.10: Flow chart of compression process
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or minimization o f stored date can be achieved by employing low bit rate 
speech coding techniques which were described in Chapter 2. For noise-like 
unvoiced speech signal, keeping its zero crossing is more important than ac­
curately reconstructing its waveform shape. If a low bit rate speech coding 
technique can maintain the zero crossing information, the reconstructed sig­
nal will not show a significant loss of information. For example, the adaptive 
2-bit PCM described in Chapter 2 [Turner,(1976)] is good enough to keep 
the original zero crossing information and roughly follow the shape of the 
waveform so that the reconstructed signal will not be degraded significantly.
The voiced speech is the main consideration of this system. Once a frame 
of speech is classified as voiced speech, its pitch period is detected by the same 
algorithm of VUS detection. This frame of signal is then divided into smaller 
frames which have a length equal to the detected pitch period. To distinguish 
the fixed length frame and the frame with a length of pitch period, the former 
is called fixed-length-frame whereas the latter is called periodic-frame. The 
number of the periodic-frame which can be taken from the fixed-length-frame 
depends on the pitch period detected. After each periodic-frame has been 
taken, the compression system will count the remaining samples in the fixed- 
length-frame. If the number of remaining samples is more than the number 
of samples in the periodic-frame, another periodic-frame is taken, otherwise 
the remaining samples will be kept and analysed together with the incoming 
samples in a new fixed-length-frame.
Each of the periodic-frames is compared with the previously reconstructed
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periodic-frame in frequency magnitude. The significant differences are kept 
to generate a time domain differential signal whilst those trivial differential 
components are removed from the spectrum as redundancies. As it was 
described earlier in this chapter, in most cases the significant differences 
will only occupy a very small frequency range in total, so that the optimal 
sampling rate algorithms which were developed in Chapter 3 can be employed 
to achieve a very low sampling rate. Then the extracted differential signal 
is compressed and transmitted over a communication channel or stored in a 
long term medium for future reconstruction. In the compression processor, 
a reconstruction is also carried out. The purpose of this reconstruction is to 
prevent an accumulated error from adding into the reconstructed signal. The 
extracted differential signal is used to modify the previously reconstructed 
periodic-frame signal which is kept in a buffer. The result is a new periodic- 
frame signal which is an approximation of the current periodic-frame. Then 
this newly reconstructed periodic-frame replaces the previous periodic-frame 
in the buffer for the following differential extraction.
4.4.3 Reconstruction Processor
As is shown in the flow chart of the reconstruction processor (Figure 4.11), 
the first task of the reconstruction is to decode whether the incoming signal is 
voiced speech, unvoiced speech or silence. This discrimination is made under 
tin- indication o f the control information which resides at the beginning of 
each frame. The incoming signal is then passed into one of the reconstruction
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processors according to its VUS status.
Figure 4.11: Flow chart of reconstruction process
If the incoming periodic-frame is silence, the reconstruction is simply a 
procedure of inserting a piece of silence (adding zero) into the signal. The 
length of the added silence is the size of the fixed-length-frame. In order to 
make the reconstructed speech sound more natural, a background noise can 
be generated and added into the speech as silence. The level of the noise can 
be adjusted manually so that the best sound effect can be achieved.
If the current periodic-frame is detected as unvoiced speech, an appropri­
ate decoder decodes the speech data ami restore the samples of the speech. 
The restored speech samples are then converted into an analogue signal and 
sent to its destination. The low bit rate transmission or storage for unvoiced 
speech is accomplished by using low bit rate speech coding techniques instead
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of low sampling techniques.
When the reconstruction processor detects that the incoming signal is the 
information for a voiced speech, the bit stream for the speech data is decoded 
to obtain the compressed version of differential signal. By using an appro­
priate decompression method, the frame differences from current periodic- 
frame and previous periodic-frame can be restored. The differential signal is 
then converted into its frequency expression and its magnitude components 
are added to the corresponding components in the previous periodic-frame, 
which generates the magnitude components for the current periodic-frame. 
The phase responses in the previous periodic-frame are replaced by the cor­
responding phase in the differential signal. As the differential signal only 
contains the information in the frequency ranges in which the significant 
differences occur, the phase replacement only takes place in those ranges, 
whereas the phase in remaining frequency ranges will be left unchanged. 
The reconstructed periodic-frame waveform is obtained by taking an inverse 
FFT from its frequency responses of magnitude and phase. This newly re­
constructed periodic-frame speech signal is stored in the buffer for the next 
reconstruction. Finally the speech signal is converted to an analogue signal
and sent to its destination.
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4.5 Simulation Results
A sampling rate reduction can be achieved if the technique of reconstruction 
of speech from its frame differences is combined with the sampling rate re­
duction techniques developed in Chapter 3. The results to be explained in 
this section are based on computer simulation. The simulation program is 
written in ‘C ’ under Unix on a SUN system. The A /D  and D /A  conversions 
were accomplished by TMS digital signal processor residing on an IBM PC.
The input speech signal is firstly sampled at its Nyquist rate of 8000 Hz. 
The speech samples are then processed in a fixed-length-frame. The SIFT 
technique requires that the analysis frame must contain at least two complete 
pitch periods (Markel.(1972)]. Normally, the pitch ranges from 80 Hz to 160 
Hz for a male speaker and from 160 Hz to 400 Hz for a female speaker. The 
pitch frequency is the reciprocal of pitch period, so the pitch period is from 
6 milliseconds to 12 milliseconds for male and from 2 milliseconds to 6 mil­
liseconds for female. Thus the analysis frame size is chosen as 32 millisecond, 
i.e. 256 samples. The fixed-length frame is classified as voiced, unvoiced or 
silence depending on its characters. A silence frame signal is eliminated and 
only control information is transmitted or stored for reconstruction. The 
control information for silence only indicates the class of the signal, it needs 
2 bits for each frame, hence the bit rate for silence is 62.5 bit/s.
An unvoiced speech frame is encoded by using a low bit rate speech coding 
technique. In this simulation, a 2-bit adaptive PCM [Jayant,(1974)] is used
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to encode the unvoiced speech. Again, a bit rate of 62.5 bit/s is needed to 
indicate the speech status. The bit rate for speech signal is 8000 x  2 =  16000 
bit/s, so the total bit rate for unvoiced speech is 16000 +  62.5 =  16062.5 
bit/s. Figure 4.12 shows a piece of unvoiced speech in its original waveform 
and the reconstructed waveform. It shows clearly that the high frequencies 
were preserved perfectly.
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Figure 4.12: Reconstructed unvoiced speech
For voiced speech frame, the pitch period is extracted by using the same 
SIFT processor which was used to classify the speech status. The speech 
is then analysed in the frequency domain on the periodic-frame bases. The 
significant frame differences are extracted from two consecutive periodic- 
frames. The Frequency Companding technique is applied to compress the
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differences and the result is converted into a time domain waveform. Because 
the compressed differential signal usually has very narrow bandwidth, it can 
be sampled at a very low rate. The simulation result shows that an intelligible 
speech can be obtained at an average bandwidth of 750 Hz for the compressed 
differential signal, hence the average sampling rate can be as low as 1500 Hz. 
To illustrate the detailed structure of the waveform, Figure 4.13 shows a short 
time segment speech signal in different stages of the compression process. 
The pitch periods start at the time of 40 ms and repeat for about 22 times. 
The waveform structure changes gradually from one frame to another. The 
significant differences are taken from two consecutive periodic-frames and the 
time domain waveform of the compressed version of the differences is shown 
in Figure 4.13(b). This differential signal is sampled at an average sampling 
rate o f 1500 Hz and transmitted. Figure 4.13(c) shows the reconstructed 
speech waveform. It can be seen that the waveform structure appears to 
be very similar to the original one. The bit rate for voiced speech includes 
that for speech information and control information. The control information 
consists of 62.5 b /s for speech status and 500 b /s for indicating the position 
of bands. The bit rate for the speech signal itself depends on the average 
sampling rate, here it is 1500 Hz; if 8 bit PCM is used for encoding the 
samples, the average bit rate for the speech signal is 1500 x 8 =  12000 b/s, 
and the total bit rate for voiced speech is 12000 +  500 +  62.5 =  12562.5 b/s.
The overall bit rate depends on the proportion of the classes present in a 
speech signal. From the experimental results shown in Table 4.1, we can see
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Figure 4.13: Reconstructed voiced speech
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that the proportion of voiced speech, unvoiced speech and silence is 76.7%, 
13.55% and 9.75% respectively. The overall bit rate can be calculated as 
follows:
76.7% x 13000 +  13.55% x 16062.5 +  9.75% x 62.5 =  12150 b/s (4.1)
The voiced speech constitutes the major part of the speech signal. In the 
above example, the bit rate reduction is achieved by reducing the sampling 
rate alone. There is considerable potential of reducing the bit rate further by 
combining the low sampling rate processing with a low bit rate technique.
Figure 4.14 shows a simulation result of a complete sentence of ‘HF sys­
tems are for users to use’ .
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Figure 4.14: Simulation result of reconstruction of speech from frame differ- 
ences
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Speech Scrambling Employing 
Adaptive-Rate Sampling
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5.1 Introduction
When a message signal is transmitted over a communication channel, the 
signal can be accessible not only to the intended receiver but also to any 
unauthorised party who wants to recover the transmitted message. It is 
often desirable to achieve privacy in a communication system that uses such 
an 'open' channel as the transmission path. Such privacy can be achieved by 
the process of speech scrambling.
Prior to transmission, a scrambling process is performed on the original 
speech, which has the effect of disguising or masking its content. The in­
tended receiver can effectively recover the original message by performing 
descrambling which reconstructs the original message or a reasonable ap­
proximation to that message.
In order to prevent any unauthorised reconstruction of a transmitted mes­
sage. a large set of possible transformations is made available, from which 
one is selected for a limited period time. Corresponding to each transfor­
mation, a particular descrambling transformation is needed at the receiver. 
The particular transformation agreed upon by the transmitter and the re­
ceiver is identified by a parameter called the key’ . The number of possible 
transformations is called key size'.
In speech scrambling, the degree of security is measured by two factors: 
the 'key size' and the 'residual intelligibility’ . The residual intelligibility is 
a measure of the remaining intelligible message in the scrambled speech.
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Generally, a large ‘key size’ and a low residual intelligibility means a high 
degree o f security.
Speech scrambling may be classified under two major headings [Del Re, et al.( 1989)]:
(1) Analog Scrambling: In analog scrambling, the only real analog 
operation is signal transmission since processing is carried out dig­
itally [Jayant.(1982)j. Incoming speech signals are digitised, pro­
cessed using a special algorithm, converted to analog form, and 
transmitted to a receiver, where they are digitised again, inversely 
processed, and reconverted to analog form for reconstruction. The 
analog speech scrambling has less bandwidth expansion and are 
applicable over the existing telephone channels with standard tele­
phone bandwidth at acceptable speech quality [Lee.et «/(1984)].
However, it is far less secure than digital speech encryption, due to 
the limitation of time and frequency domain scrambling approach 
[Jayant, c.t. a/.( 1981)] [Jayant, et «/.(1983)] [Baschlin.(1977)] [Brunner,(1980)] 
[French,(1973)]. The residual intelligibility is in the range of 20% —
70% [Jayant.(1982)].
(2) Digital Encryption: In digital encryption, the signal is digitised 
and compressed to reduce the bit rate [Jayant.(1982)]. The ci­
pher modifies the sequence bit series by means of block or stream 
ciphering [Branstad.( 1978)]. The modified sequence is then trans­
mitted via digital modulation. The digital speech encryption usu­
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ally provides high-level security (low residual intelligibility). The 
residual intelligibility in encrypted speech can be as low as zero 
[Orceyre.ei al.{ 1978)]. But the digital speech encryption suffer a 
serious drawback of bandwidth expansion [Del Re, et a/.(1989)]. 
while low bit rate speech coding technique is required to com­
press the speech before the encryption taking place. This implies 
a relatively poor recovered speech quality.
In this chapter, a brief review is given on the issue of the existing analog 
scramblers for speech privacy. A new scrambling algorithm is then proposed 
to achieve a high degree of security analog speech scrambling. In this new 
speech scrambling system, speech is spectrally scrambled at the transmit­
ter to produce a defined multiple band pass structure. The reconstruction 
'key' comprises a knowledge of the spectral frequency bands of the scram­
bled elements together with a unique sampling rate which will allow correct 
recombination of the elements. To prevent unauthorised reconstruction, the 
bandpass structure and sampling rate can be changed irregularly according 
to an appropriate key sequence. Both single user and multi-user systems are 
designed. Also the sampling rate tolerance is calculated.
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5.2 A Brief Review of Speech Scrambling 
Techniques
Analog speech scrambling can be classified as one dimensional or two di­
mensional [Jayant, et al.( 1981)]. One dimensional algorithms are those that 
manipulate a signal in either time domain or frequency domain, while two 
dimensional algorithms are combination of two or more one dimensional al­
gorithms.
5.2.1 One Dimensional Speech Scrambling
The analog scrambling techniques started from the basis of speech signal ma­
nipulations in the frequency domain [French,(1973)]. The techniques provide 
a satisfactory degree of transmission robustness in the context of the real 
channel operation, but with a high residual intelligibility [Jayant.(1982)]. 
The advancement in digital signal processing techniques has made the time 
domain speech scrambling become more practical. The possibility of a vari­
ation of temporal manipulation in these techniques, the destruction of the 
rhythm of speech and the possibility of mixing up segments of active speech 
and silence, make learning of time-manipulated speech less tractable than 
the learning of frequency-manipulated speech [Jayant, et a/.(1981)]. How­
ever. realisation of the low levels of residual intelligibility possible in these 
techniques demands the use of extremely large values of communication delay 
[Jayant, et. n/.( 1981)].
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Frequency Domain Scrambling
Frequency Inversion [Nelson,(1976)]: The frequency inversion is illustrated in 
Figure 5.1. With a discrete sample input, frequency inversion can be realised 
by simply inverting the sign of every other sample [Kak, et o/.(1977)]. The 
frequency inversion is a one-to-one phoneme mapping process that can be 
learned [Blesser,(1972)]. Even in the absence of formal learning, the residual 
intelligibility o f frequency inversion is non-zero. Speech sounds that are rich 
in tones near the centre of the speech band (1500 Hz in Figure 5.1) are 
subject to very small absolute values of frequency shift, and the result is a 
sound with a relatively small perceptual distance from the original sound 
[Jayant, et ctZ.(1981)].
0 1500 3000 0  1500 3000
frequency (Hz) frequency (Hz)
(a) Original speech spectrum 0 »  Scrambled speech spec crum
Figure 5.1: Frequency inversion
Bandsplitting [Nelson,(1976)]: In bandsplitting, the speech spectra is di­
vided into n sub-bands. These sub-bands are then permuted in one or some 
of n! possible ways, which is given to both transmitter and intended receiver. 
The permutation order can be changed periodically according to a arrange­
ment between the transmitter and the intended receiver. Like frequency
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inversion, bandsplitting is an operation that is learnable, the correct posi­
tion of 1 or 2 of n sub-bands often adequate to recognize input phonemes 
[McCalmont,(1974)j. In the example shown in Figure 5.2, the speech is split 
into 5 sub-bands, and the scrambler permutes the order of these sub-bands. 
In a dynamic bandsplitting system, the permutation algorithm is changed 
several times per second [Jayant,(1982)].
0 1500 3000 0  1500 3000
Bandsplitting with Frequency Inversion [Nelson,(1976)]: This technique 
is realised by combining the bandsplitting with local frequency inversion in 
time-varying selected sub-sets of sub-bands. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
As in the case of frequency inversion, the residual intelligibility is high with 
trained listeners, producing word intelligibility scores in the range 45 to 70% 
[Kahn,(1967)]. In the example of Figure 5.3, the bandsplitting operation of 
Figure 5.2 is followed by local frequency inversion of 3 out of 5 sub-bands. In 
a dynamic system, the permutation algorithm, the number of inverted bands 
and the selection of the sub-bands for inversion, are all variables that are 
changed several times per second [Nelson,(1976)].
frequency (Hz)
(a) Original speech spectrum
frequency (Hz)
(b) Scrambled speech spectrum
Figure 5.2: Bandsplitting
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frequency (Hz)
(a) Original speech spectrum
frequency (Hz)
(b) Scrambled speech spectrum
Figure 5.3: Bandsplitting combined with frequency inversion
Frequency Inversion Followed by a Cyclic. Bandshift [Brunner,(1980)]: 
This technique, shown in Figure 5.4, is similar to the procedure of band­
splitting with frequency inversion. The speech spectra is first inverted and 
then divided into n sub-bands. These sub-bands are frequency shifted in a 
cyclic manner several times per second. In the snapshot of Figure 5.4 this 
shift equals the width of two sub-bands. In a system with n = 1C sub­
bands, and shift variation of 50 per second, residual intelligibility scores were 
about 557  for separately spoken digits and about 307c for spoken words 
[Brunner,(1980)].
0 1500 3000 0 1500 3000
frequency (Hz)
(a) Original speech spec Crum
frequency (Hz)
(b) Scrambled speech spectrum
Figure 5.4: Frequency inversion followed by cyclic bandshift
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Time-Domain Scrambling
Time Inversion [Belland.et <z/.(1978)]: The time inversion consists of invert­
ing the order of speech samples, locally within frames, with each frame has 
duration between 128 and 256 ms. This scrambling process can result in 
substantial losses of intelligibility [Belland.et nl.( 1978)]. Figure 5.5 shows a 
example of the time inversion. The frame size in this particular case is 2048 
samples, with 8000 Hz sampling rate, this represents a length of 256 ms. The 
weakness of this technique is that it has very little cryptanalytical value due 
to the simple inversion process.
speech sample
unscrambled
speech 1 2 2048 2049
output of a
time inversion 
scrambler
2048 2047 1 4096
Figure 5.5: Time inversion
Time Segment Permutation (TSP) [Hong, et «/.(1981)]: A time segment 
permutation is a time-scrambling procedure where segments of speech are 
permutated in pseudo-random fashion (Figure 5.6), with a segment-mapping 
algorithm known to both scrambler and descrambler. The choice of segment 
duration should reflect a compromise between the conflicting requirement of 
total communication delay (an increasing function of segment duration), and 
bandwidth expansion (a decreasing function of segment duration). A good
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compromise is a segment that is 16 to 32 ms long [Jayant, et al.(1981)]. In 
the example of Figure 5.6. the TSP scrambler has a memory of b segments 
(here 6 =  8). The scrambler outputs all the 6 segments of memory in a 
random order before refilling its memory with 6 incoming speech segments. 
The TSP scrambler has a total communication delay of 26. With 6 =  8 
and 16 ms segment duration, this delay would be 256 ms. The choice of 
6 =  16 provides lesser residual intelligibility, but with the greater delay of 
512 ms [Jayant, ct al.( 1981)]. The TSP can be operated in two different 
manners, the block TSP [Leitich,( 1977)], also called the hopping-window 
TSP. and sequential TSP [Jayant. et al.{ 1983)]. sometime called the sliding- 
window TSP.
unscrambled
speech
output o f a 
scrambler
speech segment
/
1 2 3 4 5 6
00r" 9
7 4 2 | 8 6 3 5 1 16
Figure 5.6: Time segment permutation (TSP)
The block TSP scrambler considers speech segments of typical duration 
16 ms in blocks of 6 segments each, and completes the transmission of those 
6 segments in random order before proceeding on to the next block of 6 
segments.
The sequential TSP scrambler also begins with a memory of 6 segments 
o f typical duration 16 ms, but it brings in a new incoming segment into mem­
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ory as soon as one out of b contents of its memory is randomly selected and 
outputted for transmission. The scrambler operates with the additional con­
straint that if a segment stays in memory for a period of t segment durations, 
such a segment is then immediately outputted, regardless of the dictates of 
the pseudo-random segment selector. The special design of a staying time 
t =  2b has been noted to Ire optimal from the residual intelligibility point of 
view [Jayant, et al.( 1983)]
5.2.2 Two Dimensional Speech Scramblers
One dimensional scramblers are characterised by significant amounts of resid­
ual intelligibility whether they use time domain manipulation or frequency 
domain manipulation [Jayant, et al.( 1983)]. Two dimensional scramblers 
perform in both time and frequency domains to achieve an intelligibility 
which is often lower than that provided by one dimensional. Many algo­
rithms were developed for the two dimensional scrambling, such as Band- 
splitting combined TSP [Kahn,(1967)] , Frequency Inversion combined with 
Block TSP [Jayant, et «/.(1981)] and Frequency Inversion and Cyclic Band- 
shift combined with Time manipulation [Brunner,(1980)]. They are straight 
forward combinational operations of time and frequency scramblers. Tinie- 
Frequency Segment Permutation, or TFSP [Jayant, «/.(1983)]. is illus­
trated in Figure 3.7. The scrambler memory consists of a matrix of bn time- 
frequency segments, generated by n sub-bands from each of b time segments. 
Time-frequency segments are outputted randomly in a way very similar to
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the operation of sequential TSP, with the constraint that no segment stays 
in scrambler memory for more than tf =  2bn segments duration. Every set 
of n contiguous time-segments is reconstituted into one pseudo-speech time 
segment for transmission. With the tf  =  2bn design, the total communica­
tion delay in the system is 2b. the same as that of the TSP scrambler with a 
memory o f b time segments. In fact, one dimensional TSP is the special case 
of n =  1 in Figure 5.7.
frequency
time frequency 
speech segment
f 2 f 3f - / bf
- - /
2 -
1 f+1
time
Figure 5.7: Time frequency segment permutation (TFSP)
5.3 Speech Scrambling Using Adaptive-Rate 
Sampling Algorithm
The optimal sampling rate algorithm for multi-band-pass signals developed 
in Chapter 3 has many applications in addit ion to that of speech compression. 
By using this algorithm, a sampling rate of p guarantees that all the translates 
by multiples of p o f the spectral bands along the frequency axis are disjointed. 
If a signal is sampled at the rate p and then filtered in the usual way, the signal
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obtained is that generated by those translates of the original bands or their 
reflections which lie in the range of the filter. The spectrum recombination 
caused by the sampling procedure can be used as frequency manipulation 
in signal processing. In this section, some examples are given to show the 
applicat ion of the sub-Nyquist sampling procedure in frequency manipulation 
with an emphasis on an application in speech scrambling.
Spectral Shifting and Inversion: This procedure can be employed to trans­
late given elements o f a specified spectrum to different ranges of frequency, 
without changing the spectral width of the elements. The procedure also al­
lows given elements to be frequency inverted in addition to being frequency 
translated. It should be noted that the appropriate sampling rate will enable 
a single sampling process to perform multiple mixing functions simultane­
ously. Figure 5.8 illustrates an example of the procedure of spectra shifting 
and inverting using a sub-Nyquist sampling process. The original spectra 
contains two bands, with band .4 from 33500 to 36500 Hz and band D from 
43500 to 46500 Hz (Figure 5.8(a)). It can be reconstructed with band D 
inverted by sampling at 16600 Hz and low-pass filtered at a cutoff frequency 
6300 Hz (Figure 5.8(b)).
Spectral re-ordering and Translation: This procedure enables the elements 
of a given spectrum to be re-ordered and translated in frequency. Figure 5.9 
is an example of such processing. A signal comprises a spectra of three sub­
bands. band .4 from 32000 to 33000 Hz. band D from 36000 to 37000 Hz and 
•»and C  from 43000 to 44000 Hz (Figure 5.9(a)). It can be reconstructed and
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Figure 5.8: Spectral shifting and inversion
re-ordered by sampling at 6000 Hz and low-pass filtered at a cutoff frequency 
3000 Hz (Figure 5.9(b)).
Another example is given in Figure 5.10. Here the original spectrum 
contains three sub-bands of .4 from 32000 to 33000 Hz. D from 35000 to 
3G000 Hz and C  from 41000 to 42000 Hz. Different sampling rates are used 
to re-order these bands. It can be seen from the reconstructed spectrum 
that the re-ordering in the fundamental interval can be achieved by using 
an appropriate sampling rate, but the bands ran be widely separated and 
reflected bands can appear in the gaps.
Spectral Scrambling and Recombination: This procedure enables the sep-
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frequency (kHz) frequency (kHz)
(b ) sampling rate 8 kHz (c)  sampling rate 10 kHz
Figure 5.10: Spectral re-ordering and translation at different sampling rate
arated band-pass elements of a frequency scrambled signal, some of which 
may also be frequency inverted, to be recombined in their correct order, 
and possibly translated in frequency. This process enables the scrambled 
band-pass elements of a speech signal to be recombined into an intelligible 
speech signal. It thus provides the basis of a speech or data privacy/security 
communication system, in which the secure 'key information comprises
(a) the spectral frequency ranges of the scrambled elements
(b) the unique value of sampling rate which will allow correct recom­
bination.
If desired, dummy noise band-pass elements can be interleaved with the 
true wanted signal elements for additional security.
In the scrambling procedure, the baseband signal spectrum is divided into
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several sub-bands. These sub-bands are then shifted to the specially arranged 
frequency ranges. The order of the original signal bands are changed and 
some bands may be frequency inverted. At the receiver, sampling the scram­
bled signal at a correct sampling frequency will recombine the sub-bands into 
their correct order. As an example, consider a signal with bandwidth of 4000 
Hz. with 4 sub-bands defined by: A=[0.1000], B=[1000,2000], C=[2000.3000] 
and D=[3000.4000] Hz respectively, as shown in Figure 5.11(a). These sub­
bands are then shifted according to the arrangement shown in Figure 5.11(b), 
i.e.
A at [8000,9000] (i.e. with carrier frequency 8500 Hz)
B at [17000.18000] (i.e. with carrier frequency 17500 Hz)
C at [18000.19000] (i.e. with carrier frequency 18500 Hz)
D at [11000.12000] (i.e. with carrier frequency 11500 Hz)
A unique sampling frequency can be calculated by using the method out­
lined in equations 3.6-3.9: in this case, it is 8000 Hz. Sampling the scrambled 
signal at 8000 Hz. and filtering with a 4000 Hz cutoff low-pass filter, will 
result in the desired signal spectrum illustrated in Figure 5.11(c). The bar 
over the letter designating a sub-band indicates a spectral inversion. Sam­
pling rates near 8000 Hz give a partially scrambled version of the original 
signal: for example, at 8500 Hz the overlapping spectrum of Figure 5.11(d)
results.
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(b ) Scrambled speech spectrum
id ) Reconstructed speech spectrum at sampling rate o f  8.5 kHz
Figure 5.11: Example o f the scrambling procedure
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5.4 Scrambling System Description
The degree of security provided by a speech scrambling system is related to
(1) the amount of intelligibility left over in the scrambled signal (resid­
ual intelligibility) and
(2) the number of keys available for scrambling and descrambling.
The new speech scrambling algorithm proposed in this chapter is basi­
cally a frequency domain speech scrambling method. Similar to conventional 
frequency domain scrambling techniques described earlier in this chapter, it 
uses the knowledge of original speech spectra as one of the keys for descram­
bling. But in order to reconstruct the original speech, an additional key is 
needed, which is the reconstruction sampling frequency. Only the user who 
knows both keys is able to reconstruct the speech from the scrambled signal. 
This makes the new technique more secure than normal frequency domain
scrambling techniques. 
i -
Figure 5.12 indicates the block diagram of the proposed scrambler and 
descrambler. The input speech is sampled and digitised. An FFT opera­
tion is then taken to transform the speech samples into frequency responses. 
The spectra is divided into n sub-bands which are spectrally shifted and re­
combined. possibly with frequency inversion on some of the sub-bands. To 
achieve a high security effect. a dummy noise spectrum can be inserted into 
the gaps between the scrambled sub-bands to mask the speech signal. The
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scrambled signal together with the added noise is transformed into a time 
domain waveform and converted back to an analog signal for transmission. 
At the receiver, the transmitted signal is filtered by a multi-band-pass fil­
ter to remove the added noise components. It is then sampled at a unique 
sampling frequency which allows a re-ordering of the scrambled spectra to 
achieve the correct one. Finally, the reconstructed speech is converted back 
to an analog waveform and sent to its destination.
descrambler
Figure 5.12: Block diagram of scrambling system
In this technique, the scrambled signal has a much wider bandwidth than 
that for the original speech. This bandwidth expansion makes it possible for 
several users to share the same communication channel, so this scrambling 
technique can be used for both single user and multi users.
5.4.1 Single User System
In the single user case, a frame o f speech is scrambled in one of the possible 
scrambling patterns. The speech bandwidth is expanded from its original 
4000 Hz to 20000 Hz (in the example of Figure 5.11). This results in some 
significant gaps between the sub-bands. The existence of these gaps satisfies
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the condition of employing the optimal sampling algorithm for multi-band­
pass signals, which was developed in Chapter 3.
As mentioned earlier, the pattern of the scrambled spectrum and the 
descrambling sampling frequency are the ‘key’ factors to reconstruct the 
speech. Clearly, if only one scrambling pattern is used, there is only one 
descrambling sampling rate available. An unauthorised user can easily find 
the correct descrambling sampling rate by adjusting the sampling frequency 
on his receiver. Therefore, the reconstruction sampling frequency must be 
regularly changed, which requires change of the scrambling spectrum pat­
tern. In practice, a number of available scrambling patterns can be stored. 
Figure 5.13 shows an example of these patterns. As can be seen, the different 
spectrum arrangements result in different descrambling sampling frequencies. 
A pseudo-random sequence generator can be used at the transmitter to de­
cide on the scrambling pattern and descrambling sampling frequency for each 
frame of speech. At the receiver, the same sequence generator is employed 
to reconstruct the speech. Communication privacy can be established by 
distributing the code to only the authorised users.
5.4.2 Multi-User System
The communications resource can be used more efficiently by allowing several 
users to share the system bandwidth. In Figure 5.14, speech from the source 
i, where i =  1,2,..., is spectrally scrambled to produce a unique spectral 
arrangement. The resulting scrambled speech is then transmitted over the
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Figure 5.13: Scrambled spectrum arrangement (with system bandwidth of 
20 kHz)
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channel where it combines with the other scrambled speech signals to produce 
a composite scrambled signal. In the multi-user system, signals other than 
the desired signal will be treated as the unwanted signals. At the receiver, 
the unwanted bands will be filtered out and only the desired bands will be 
kept. A reconstruction procedure then takes place which involves sampling 
the received scrambled speech at the unique rate to reorder the scrambled 
bands back into the original format.
Figure 5.14: Multi user speech scrambling system
In such a system, constraints are imposed upon the scrambling process 
since it is essential to avoid any band overlap among the different signals. 
Ideally, to avoid interference between any of these bands, and to ease filter­
ing problems, bands should be as far apart as practicable. In the single-user 
case, the scrambled signal band format may be changed from time to time 
to prevent any unauthorized reconstruction. In the multi-user system at any 
particular time, this flexibility is reduced because of the presence of the other
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scrambled signals; thus manipulation of scrambled bands must be carried out 
in a co-ordinated manner. At any time, each signal has its own unique scram­
bled band format with a corresponding unique reconstruction sampling rate. 
An example of a 3-user system is now presented. The arrangements for these 
three scrambling patterns are shown in Figure 5.13. The reconstruction sam­
pling rates for the 3 signals are 8000, 8500 and 9000 Hz respectively. Figure 
5.15 shows how the scrambling pattern of the three signals to be transmit­
ted may be changed with time within the overall transmission bandwidth of 
20000 Hz; each of the 3 input signals is assigned a different spectral format in 
each frame according to a predefined sequence. Consequently, the sampling 
rate used by the individual receiver will also have to change from frame to 
frame.
The multiple access system is, in effect, a type of Code Division Mul­
tiple Access (CDMA) involving a hybrid combination o f Frequency Divi­
sion Multiple Access (FDM A) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
[Sklar,( 1988)] However, in contrast to conventional CDMA, the frequency 
range allocated to each user does not cover the entire transmission band­
width. Because of the sub-sampling procedure at the receiver, there is a 
reconstruction sampling rate tolerance range. Sampling the scrambled signal 
at any sampling rate falling in this range will yield the desired signal. In 
order to avoid sampling rate ambiguities among the users, the sampling rate 
tolerance ranges for all the users have to be disjoint. The implementation 
of the multi-user speech scrambling system is similar to the single user sys-
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Figure 5.15: Communications resource plane in three users system
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tem. A number of available transmitted signal formats can be stored. A 
pseudo-random sequence generator can be used at transmitter to select the 
scrambled spectrum for each user at each frame of speech. It is essential 
that this selection of scrambled spectrum formats will not cause any spec­
tral overlap between each user. At each receiver, a synchronised version of 
the same sequence is employed to select the appropriate sampling frequency 
and hence reconstruct the speech waveform. On one hand, more sub-bands 
provide for better scrambling; on the other hand, however, more sub-bands 
complicate the receiver processing.
5.4.3 Sampling Rate Tolerance
Theoretically, only one sampling frequency can be used to reconstruct the 
signal exactly. The reconstruction sampling involves taking a partial set of 
samples from the received samples. Therefore, there is a tolerance range for 
the reconstruction sampling frequency which is dependent upon the system 
bandwidth. IT., and the message signal bandwidth, lVm. The input signal 
is firstly sampled at p, =  2 x IV. Hz. then low-pass filtered with cutoff IVm 
Hz. where Wm <  IV.. The scrambled signal has a spectra in the range of 
(0. IV.). Suppose, the reconstruction sampling rate is pm\ the reconstruction 
sub-sampling will therefore take one sample from every [p,/pt„J received 
samples, where [r j denotes the nearest integer to .r. There is more than one 
sampling frequency which can take the same samples from the received signal.
If p'm is one of the possible sampling rates different from p,„. but taking the
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same samples from the scrambled signal, it must satisfy the condition
Rl
P'm
f ±
Pm
<  0.5 (5.1)
Since p, =  2 x IF,
From 5.2
W, _  W. < 1
P'm Pm 4 (5.2)
Pm ^ 4 s / pm 11.«
( W  » +  \ P m )  Pm ( W ,  -  \ p m )
The percentage tolerance of sampling frequency is defined by
(5.3)
— — —  x 100% (5.4)
Pm
From 5.3 and 5.4. it can be seen that the percentage sampling frequency 
tolerance is dependent on both IF, and pm.
Figure 5.10 shows the relationship between percentage sampling frequency 
tolerance, system bandwidth IF, and the theoretical reconstruction sampling 
frequency p,„.
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Figure 5.16: Descrambling sampling frequency tolerance for various system 
bandwidth
5.5 Subjective Tests to Measure Residual In­
telligibility
The residual intelligibility was measured by using subject intelligibility test. 
The speech used for this test contains twenty-five sentences, one hundred 
individual words and one hundred 4-digit numbers, such as 4983, read as 
four-nine-eight-three. They were read by an adult male and recorded on 
audio tape in a virtually noise free room. The scrambled speech was recorded 
on a tape and played back to listeners. Four untrained listeners took part in 
the experiment. They were asked to listen to the scrambled speech and try 
as hard as possible to guess the context of the speech. The average correct 
guesses from all the listeners were defined as the residual intelligibility.
T he speech spectra can be divided into different numbers of sub-bands
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to achieve different scrambling effects. The number o f sub-bands in the 
tests were 4, 8 and 16 respectively. In each case, three available scrambling 
patterns were chosen and they are illustrated in Figure 5.13, 5.17 and 5.18 
respectively.
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(a) Scrambling pattern 1 with d esc rambling sampling frequency of 8 kHz
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(b) Scrambling pattern 2 with descrambling sampling frequency of 8.5 kHz
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(c) Scrambling pattern 3 with descrambling sampling frequency of 9 kHz
Figure 5.17: Three scrambling patterns for 8 sub-bands
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(a ) Scrambling pattern 1 with descrambling sampling frequency of 8 kHz
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(b ) Scrambling pattern 2 with descrambling sampling frequency of 8.5 kHz
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(c ) Scrambling pattern 3 with descrambling sampling frequency of 9  kHz
Figure 5.18: Three scrambling patterns for 16 sub-bands
9  20 (kHz)
The first set of tests was carried out for fixed pattern scrambling, i.e. dur­
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ing each test, only one of the available scrambling patterns was employed. 
The results show that the scrambled speech by using both 8 sub-bands scram­
bling and 16 sub-bands scrambling have intelligibility of virtually zero. All 
four listeners failed to write down any of the spoken sentences, words and 
digits. In the case of 4 sub-bands scrambling, part of the speech rhythm 
was left in the scrambled speech and sometimes a correct gauss could be 
made. This usually happens to the spoken digits due to the limited available 
choice (from 0 to 9). The tests results show that the residual intelligibility 
for 4 sub-bands scrambling is about 5 per cent and all the correctly detected 
speech occurs for spoken digits.
The second set of tests was carried out for dynamic pattern scrambling. 
In the dynamic pattern scrambling, the speech spectrum were scrambled 
in different patterns at different times. In this test, the available scram­
bling patterns were stored. A pseudo-random generator was used to decide 
which pattern was used for each frame of speech. The pattern changed for 
each frame at a rate of 32 ms. The residual intelligibility for 4 sub-bands 
scrambling was reduced to zero by using the dynamic scrambling. This re­
sult shows that the changing of scrambling pattern does not only protect 
the speech from unauthorised descrambling but also helps in reducing the 
residual intelligibility.
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5.6 Simulation Results
Computer simulation was carried out to verify the proposed scrambling tech­
niques. In the simulation, only 4 sub-band scrambling was employed due to 
its low residual intelligibility and relatively simple procedure. Although the 
8 sub-band and 16 sub-band scrambling also produce extremely low residual 
intelligibilities, they are more complicate than the 4 sub-band scrambling.
The speech signal was A /D  converted by using a digital signal processor. 
The speech samples were then fed into the scrambler in frames, with each 
frame containing a 32 ms signal. An FFT was taken for each of these frames 
and the resulting frequency responses were divided into 4 sub-bands with 
each occupying a frequency range of 1000 Hz. The spectra was scrambled 
in the defined manner. In this simulation, three scrambling patterns were 
used (Figure 5.13). A pseudo random sequence was employed to choose one 
o f the the patterns for each of the frames. As the frame size was chosen as 
32 ms, the changing rate of the scrambling pattern, and consequently the 
descrambling sampling frequency, was every 32 ms.
Figure 5.19 shows the simulation result of the 4 sub-band scrambling 
technique. The figures include the original speech which is a 4-digit number, 
4123. read by an adult male, scrambled speech, reconstructed speech at an 
incorrect sampling frequency and reconstructed speech at the correct sam­
pling frequency. To illustrate the result more clearly, details of the sections 
of waveforms (for the word of ‘two’ ) are displayed in Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.19: A simulation result of 4 sub-hand scrambling technique
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Figure 5.20: A detailed illustration of the result of the scrambling technique
Chapter 6
Experimental Results and
Practical Implementations
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6.1 Introduction
The adaptive-rate sampling (ARS) techniques developed in this thesis have 
great potential in low rate speech transmission application. When combined 
with low bit rate speech coding techniques, it produces better speech quality 
than that of low rate sampling techniques or low bit rate coding techniques at 
same transmission rate. Speech transmission reliability can be improved by 
combining the adaptive-rate sampling algorithm with error control coding, 
such as convolutional coding. This chapter presents some examples of the 
application and the experimental results. Also in this chapter, is an example 
o f a practical implementation of the adaptive-rate speech technique, using 
Digital Signal Processor.
The speech samples used in the tests were read by two adult males and 
two adult females. There were two sets of speech, one contained 80 sentences 
and another contained 200 words (see the Appendix) which were carefully 
chosen by considering phonetic balance, word length, stress position, word 
importance, etc. The total duration are 4 minutes and 48 seconds for the 
sentences and 4 minutes and 32 seconds for words. The speech was first sam­
pled at Xyquist rate of 8000 Hz and encoded with 8-bit PCM, using an A /D  
converter on a digital signal processor (DSP) board. The digitised speech 
was then processed in the speech compression systems and the reconstructed 
speech converted back to an analogue waveform and recorded on an audio 
tape, or played back over a loudspeaker.
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6.2 Combine ARS with Speech Coding
The purpose of reducing the number of speech samples in digital speech 
transmission is to achieve a low transmission rate so that the speech can be 
transmitted safely over a channel which has a limited transmission capacity. 
As the transmission rate reduction can be realised both by low rate sampling 
and by low bit rate speech coding, a combination of these two methods 
can reduce the transmission rate significantly further. In this section, two 
examples show such an application. They are (i) a combination of low rate 
sampling with Hadamard coding and (ii) a combination of low rate sampling 
with Adaptive PCM.
A question might arise here. What is the reason for reducing the trans­
mission rate using combined low rate sampling and low bit rate speech cod­
ing, rather than reducing either the sampling rate or the number of en­
coded bits alone? To answer this question, let us examine two different 
cases. In the first case, the sampling rate or number of encode bits some­
times has already reached its minimum. For example, in 2-bit adaptive PCM 
[\\ ilkinson,(1973)], each speech sample is represented by 2 bits, one for po­
larity and another for amplitude. It is not possible to reduce the bit rate 
further. As the transmission rate is the number of encoded bits multiplied 
by the sampling rate, the only way of reducing the transmission rate further, 
is to reduce the sampling rate. In another case, even the sampling rate or 
number o f encoded bits is not at its lowest , it is not practical to reduce them
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arbitrarily in order to bring the transmission rate down. Simply reducing 
the sampling rate or the number of encoded bits may cause significant degra­
dation of speech quality. An experimental result is shown in this section to 
explain this problem.
6.2.1 Comparison of Combined Technique with Low 
Bit Rate PCM and Low Rate Sampling
To illustrate the advantages of the combined technique, a number of tests 
were carried out to measure the reconstructed speech quality in three different 
cases, low bit rate PCM, low rate sampling and the combined technique. In 
the low bit rate PCM, the speech was sampled at the Nyquist rate of 8000 
Hz and each sample was encoded with 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 bits respectively. 
At each level, the reconstructed speech quality was recorded and measured. 
In the low rate sampling technique, the number of encoded bits was fixed 
at 8. The sampling rate was reduced to 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, G000 or 
7000 Hz to achieve low transmission rate. The results were used to make 
the comparison. In the combined technique, both the sampling rate and the 
number o f encoding bits could be changed and the total transmission rate 
was the sampling rate multiplied by the number of encoded bits.
Both subjective quality and objective quality were measured. The sub­
jective measurement was carried out in the same manner as that described in 
Chapter 3. The objective measurements were carried out in both time and
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frequency domain. The time domain measurement was defined as distortion 
between the input and the output speech waveform [Kitawaki, et al.( 1982)]. 
Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SA R,eg), which is signal to noise ratio in 
a short intervals of speech (the short interval is set to 16 ms in the tests), 
was calculated as follow:
SN R aeg =  jn  101oglo E " . ,  y / [- r ( » ) ] 2- ) ( 6 . 1)^E™=i ^ ( n )  -  x(r 
where x(n)  is the input speech samples, x(n)  is the output speech samples, 
ni is the number of samples in one segment and M  is the total number of 
segments.
The objective measurement in the frequency domain was defined as distor­
tion between the input speech and the output speech spectrum [Kitawaki, et «/.(1982)]. 
The Spectral Distortion (SD) measure is defined as
where ST(n) is input speech logarithmic spectrum, Su(n) is the output 
speech logarithmic spectrum, m is the number of samples.
The SD measurement shows the logarithmic spectral distortion between 
the input and the output speech spectrum computed by Fourier transform. 
"The Fourier transform was computed by 126 point FFT (corresponding to 
16 ms frame size). Both Spectral Distortion and Segmental Signal-to-Noise 
Ratio are reasonably well correlated with the subjective quality measurement.
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[Kitawaki.(1988)] [Goodman, et <zZ.(1983)] Figure 6.1 shows the subjective 
measurement (intelligibility test) for the low sampling rate system and low 
bit rate PCM system. It can be seen that at transmission 48 kb/s or less, 
the low rate sampling process produced better speech quality than that of 
low bit rate PCM did. For example, at a transmission rate o f 16 kb/s, the 
low rate sampling produces a speech with an intelligibility of around 86%; 
in contrast, the low bit rate PCM only produces 13% intelligibility. Figure 
6.2 and 6.3 show the spectral distortion and segmental signal-to-noise ratio 
measurements respectively. These two graphs also show that the low rate 
sampling has less spectral distortion and a higher segmental signal-to-noise 
ratio.
Figure 6.1: Intelligibility test for low rate sampling and low bit rate PCM
Simply reducing the number of encoding bits in PCM is not a practical 
method of bringing down the transmission rate. That is the reason why
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tranamtaaion rate (kb/a)
Figure 6.2: Segmental signal-to-noise ratio for low rate sampling and low bit 
rate PCM
tranaaalaalon rata (kb/a)
Figure 6.3: Spectral distortion for low rate sampling and low bit rate PCM
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more sophisticated speech coding techniques are needed. The comparison 
made in this section shows that low rate sampling technique can produce 
highly intelligible speech at a relatively low transmission rate, even without 
using any low rate speech coding method.
A set of tests was conducted for the combined technique. The number 
of encoded bits was 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 or 2. At each encoding level, a different 
sampling rate was used to take the speech samples. Figure 6.4 shows the 
intelligibility test results. Compared with Figure 6.1, it can be seen that at 
the same transmission rate, the reconstructed speech quality in the combined 
system may be higher than that in either the low rate sampling or low bit 
rate PCM system. For example, 6-bit PCM at a sampling rate of 3000 Hz 
produces a speech w'ith intelligibility of 90%. The corresponding transmission 
rate is 18 kb/s. For the low rate sampling alone to achieve the the same 
speech quality, the transmission rate should be around 22 kb/s (although the 
reduction is not significant, bearing in mind that a proper low rate speech 
coding was not used). The following section will illustrate the great potential 
of transmission rate reduction using combined low rate sampling and speech 
coding techniques. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 also show, from the spectral distortion 
and segmental signal to noise ratio points of view, that the combined system 
produced the best reconstructed speech quality.
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Figuie 6.4. Intelligibility test for combined system
Figure 6.5: Segmental signal-to►-iioi.se ratio for combined system
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Figure 6.6: Spectral distortion for combined system
6.2.2 Combine Low Rate Sampling with Hadamard 
Coding
An orthogonal transformation - the Hadamard transformation [Shum.et al.( 1973)] 
[Frangoulis,( 1977)] - has been used to reduce the speech data rate after the 
low rate sampling process. Here, the samples of speech were analysed in 
terms o f their Hadamard transform coefficients. Only the dominant coeffi­
cients were then transmitted over the communications link in quantised form; 
at the receiver, the received coefficients were used to reconstruct an estimate 
of original speech signal via the inverse Hadamard transformation.
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Hadamard Matrix and Hadamard Transform
The Hadamard matrix is a square array of plus and minus ones, whose rows 
and columns are orthogonal to each other. Hence, the product of the matrix 
and its transpose is the identify matrix multiplied by a constant N, where N 
is the order of matrix, and the lowest value it may assume is two, thus giving 
the lowest order Hadamard matrix as
H-2 =
1 1 
1 - 1
(6.3)
By limiting N to an integral power of two, symmetrical Hadamard ma­
trices may be obtained recursively by
H2N =
Hs h n
Hs - H s
(0.4)
Each row of a Hadamard matrix is called a Hadamard function H ad(j, k) 
for j  =  0 .1 ,... X  -  1.
The one-dimensional discrete Hadamard t ransform o f a real signal is de­
fined as [Shum.et «/.(1973)]
, X— i
F( j )  =  y  Y .  / ( * )  x Had(kJ)  j  =  0 ,1....7V -  1. 
•' *=o
where
(0.5)
F( j)  is the jth  normalized Hadamard coefficient, f (k )  is the A th discrete
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sample of signal, Had(j , k) is the jth  Hadamard function.
In this case, the Hadamard transform is called an N-point Hadamard 
transform.
The inverse transform is given by
N - 1
/(*■) =  £  F ( j )  * Had(kJ)  fc =  0,1, .., AT — 1. (6.6)
j= o
Hadamard Transform Coding
In applying the Hadamard transformation technique to speech signals, the 
speech to be processed is divided into short-time segments with each contains 
A samples /(0 ) , / (  1 /(AT — 1). The calculation of equation 6.5 is then 
performed to each of these frames to generate the A' Hadamard coefficients 
F(0), F ( l ) ,  F ( N  — 1). For example, if the frame size is set as 8 ms, each 
frame contains 64 samples at the Nyquist sampling rate of 8000 Hz. By using 
equation 6.5. 64 Hadamard coefficients can be obtained from 64 samples of 
speech.
Experimental results indicated that among the 64 Hadamard coefficients, 
between 60% and 90% of the total average power was concentrated in the 
6 to 10 dominant coefficients [Frangoulis,(1977)J. Because of this fact, for 
speech transmission, it is possible to encode and transmit only the dominant 
coefficients instead of the original speech samples. Therefore, the potential 
for flat a compression exists. In the case of a 64-point Hadainard transforma­
tion, almost 90% of total power is concentrated in 10 dominant coefficients.
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B}- transmitting only these 10 dominant coefficients, a reasonable quality of 
reconstructed speech can be achieved at the receiver. However, if the number 
of dominant coefficients transmitted is less than 5, the reconstructed speech 
will be of very low intelligibility and noisy. [Frangoulis,(1977)]
Because only a subset o f the total coefficients is required to be transmit­
ted, extra bits have to be used to indicate to the receiver the order of any par­
ticular received coefficient. In the case of the 64-point Hadamard transform, 
6 bits are enough to identify the dominant coefficients. The transmission 
rate can then be calculated as following formula
where L is the number o f coefficients used in reconstructing the signal 
(i.e. the dominant coefficients), R is the sampling rate. N  is the number of 
samples in one frame, m is the number of bits used to encode each coefficient 
and l is the number of bits needed to indicate to the receiver which of N  
coefficients a particular received coefficient is.
Suppose 8-bit PCM is used to encode the dominant coefficients, the trans­
mission rate is
However, the transmission rate is 64 kb/s when Hadamard coding is not
(6.7)
ir =  10 x (8^ C) x 8000 =  17.5 kb/a ( 6 . 8 )
used.
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Experimental Results
In order to use both the Hadamard transform and the fast Fourier transform, 
the sampling rates in the adaptive-rate sampling system were limited, and at 
each rate the the number of samples taken in one frame was an integral power 
of 2. Here six sampling rates are used: they are 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 
and 8000 Hz. The input speech signal was first sampled at the Nyquist rate 
(8000 Hz). The frame size was chosen as 16 ms, 128 samples, the number 
of samples in one frame after the sub-sampling were 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 
128 corresponding to sampling rate of 250, 500. 1000. 2000, 4000 and 8000 
respectively. To achieve a high quality speech reconstruction, 8-PCM was 
used to encode each Hadamard coefficient ( 7-bit PCM encoding can also 
be used, but the reconstructed speech is slightly worse [Frangoulis,(1977)]). 
Table 6.1 shows, at different sampling rates, the number of samples per 
frame (.V), the number o f dominant coefficients (L). the number of bits used 
to identify the dominant coefficients (/) and the transmission rates (w).
sampling rate 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
no. of samples per frame (N) 4 8 16 32 64 128
no. of identifying bits (l) 2 3 4 5 6 7
no. of dominant coefficient (L) 1 2 3 4 10 18
transmission rate (w) 625 1375 2250 3250 8750 16875
Table 6.1: The relationship of sampling rate w, .V, L and / (m =  8)
As mentioned in Chapter 3. at an average sampling rate of 3500 Hz, the 
reconstructed speech has high intelligibility and low noise. For this reason,
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the sampling rate in this test was fixed at 4000 Hz for high quality recon­
struction. The frame size was set as 16 ms, 128 samples at the Nyquist rate 
of 8000 Hz. After the sub-sampling, each frame contained 64 samples. A 64- 
point Hadamard transformation was then taken to obtain the 64 coefficients.
10 coefficients with highest absolute value were chosen to be encoded and 
transmitted whilst the rest were ignored. The transmission rate according 
to Table 6.1, is 8750 b/s. The intelligibility in this particular case is around 
91%. Without Hadamard coding, the transmission rate is 32000 b /s and the 
intelligibility is 96%. The transmission rate was reduced by 72% at a price of 
slight speech degradation. The intelligibility for the same Hadamard coding 
without the low rate sampling process is about 95%. The transmission rate 
is 17500 b/s.
6.2.3 Combine Low-Rate Sampling with Adaptive PCM
The low-rate sampling process can easily be combined with speech waveform 
coding to achieve a low transmission rate. An example is given in this section 
to illustrate the combined low-rate sampling with adaptive PCM (APCM).
The APCM [Jayant,(1974)] technique used here works with a basic uni­
form quantiser, but with variable step size. For each sample, the step 
size is modified, based on the knowledge of which quantiser slots were oc­
cupied by the previous sample. The quantiser has JV quantisation levels
= 1 ,2 ..... 2 " 1, B is the number of encoded bits). If the original speech
samples are encoded with 8-bit PCM, then the initial step size (A 0) for the
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B-bit APCM is set as 28~fl. For the first input sample, the quantiser detects 
which of the quantisation slots (the interval between two quantisation levels) 
it falls into. The code word Ho for this slot is then transmitted. The number 
o f code words is B  — 1, in addition there is one bit to indicate the polarity 
o f the sample. The output of the reconstruction is
!/o =  x Ho (6.9)
For the second input sample, the step size is modified by the knowledge 
o f the code word H0. and A 0
Ai =  A 0 x M(H 0) (6.10)
where M  is a time-invariant function of the code word H.
The second sample is then reconstructed as
V\ =  A , x H\ (6.11)
The same procedure is carried on until all the speech samples are pro­
cessed.
The key factor in this technique is the multiplier function M(H).  When 
it is properly designed, the adaptation procedure (equation 6.10) adjusts the 
step size, at every sample, to an updated estimate of speech signal variance. 
Table 6.2 lists the optimal step-size multipliers for PCM (Jayant,(1974)].
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CODER PCM
B 2 3 4
Mj 0.60 0.85 0.80
m 2 2.20 1.00 0.80
m 3 1.00 0.85
m 4 1.50 0.80
m 5 1.20
Me 1.60
M t 2.00
M8 2.40
Table 6.2: Step size multipliers for B =  2, 3 and 4.
The number o f bits used in the test were 2, 3 and 4 respectively. At each 
encoded rate, the speech was reconstructed at different sampling rates. At 
a typical sampling rate of 3500 Hz. the transmission rates are 7. 10.5 and 
14 kb/s respectively. Figure 6.7 shows the intelligibility test results for the 
combined technique. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the segmental signal to noise 
ratio and spectrum distortion respectively.
The improvement of such a combined technique can be observed by com ­
paring the measurements in this test with similar test results in other tech­
niques. For example, in the combined low rate sampling and 4-bit APCM 
system, at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz, equivalent to transmission rate of 
8 kb/s, the intelligibility is as high as 87'/. Without using low rate sam­
pling. a 3-bit APCM  is needed to achieve an intelligibility of 89‘/f and the 
transmission rate is 24 kb/s (see Figure 6.7). An enormous transmission 
rate reduction has been achieved with an insignificant degradation of speech 
intelligibility. Low rate sampling with normal 8-bit PCM would require a
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Figure 6.7: Intelligibility test for the combined low-rate sampling and APCM 
system
Figure G.8: Segmental signal-to-noise ratio for the combined low-rate sam­
pling and APCM system
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SD (dB)
Figure 6.9: Spectrum distortion for the combined low-rate sampling and 
APCM system
transmission rate of 17 bk/s to achieve an intelligibility of 87% (see Figure
6 . 1 ).
6.3 Combine ARS and Channel Coding for 
Reliable Transmission
Any real communication channel has a limited transmission capacity. If the 
speech is transmitted at a rate which is much lower than the channel ca­
pacity, or say optimum transmission rate, the speech quality is impaired by 
unnecessary distortion of quantising or low rate sampling. If the speech is 
transmitted at a rate which is higher than the optimum rate, the trans­
mission error ran severely corrupt the transmitted information so that a
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receiver fails to reconstruct the speech. In this section, an adaptive-bit-rate 
transmission is investigated, with the information rate adjusted according 
to the properties of the channel. The adaptation of sampling rate and 
transmission rate will always provide optimum speech quality for a pre­
vailing channel condition. This requires the continuous monitoring o f the 
channel state by Real-Time Channel Evaluation (RTCE) [Darnell.(1983)] 
[Honary, et aZ.(1988)] [Zolghadr. et a/.( 1988a)], which will adjust the adap­
tive rate speech system so as to be able to best cope with the limitations 
imposed by the current channel condition. To transmit the speech safely, 
a multi-level error control coding can be used, together with the adaptive 
sampling. This is to achieve a maximum reliability of speech transmission 
and optimal reconstruction of speech. A suitable coding scheme is chosen 
based on the knowledge of the condition o f the transmission channel obtained 
from the RTCE monitor, which will guarantee a safety of transmission. The 
threshold level in the speech compression process is adjusted to reach a re­
sulting sampling rate which takes the maximum number of samples allowed, 
so that an optimum reconstruction quality can be obtained for the available 
channel. For convenience, a constant signaling rate of 32-kb/s was used and 
the source rate and channel-coding rate were adjusted in response to chan­
nel conditions. During good channel conditions, all 32 kb/s were used for 
speech transmission. When the channel capacity was low, the source rate was 
reduced to either 24 kb/s or 1C kb/s and channel coding was introduced to 
control the distortion caused by the transmission error. The change of source
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rate was realised by changing the sampling rate. Here 4-bit APCM was used 
to encode the speech samples and sampling frequencies were 8000, 6000 or 
4000 Hz corresponding to the source rate of 32, 24 or 16 kb/s respectively.
The channel codes were convolutional codes [Elias,(1955)], with rates of 
1 /2  or 3/4. At a rate of 3/4, the ‘punctured’ code [Cain.ei af.(1979)] realisa­
tion simplifies the decoder, because the encoder and decoder structures are 
the same as for the rate 1/2 code. In fact, the rate 3 /4 punctured codes are 
rate 1/2 codes with a fraction (2 out of 6) of the channel bits deleted. Table 
6.3 presents the transmission formats listed in order of increasing resistance 
to channel impairment.
Format 1 Format 2 Format 3
Sampling rate 8000 6000 4000
Source code
bits/sample 4 4 4
kbits/second 32 24 16
bit/sample protected 0 4 4
Channel code rate no code 3/4 1/2
Table 6.3: Sampling rate, source and channel code formats.
6.3.1 System Description
The simplified block diagram o f combined adaptive-rate sampling and chan­
nel coding is shown in Figure 6.10. The speech compression and expansion 
were discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The RTCE techniques will not be 
investigated in this work and are assumed to function satisfactorily.
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RTCE data
AWGN
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Figure 6.10: Simplified block diagram of combined adaptive-rate sampling 
and error control coding technique
The error control coding is a half rate convolutional encoder with a three- 
stage shift register, Figure 6.11. Each input bit is shifted into the leftmost 
stage and the bits in the register are shifted one position to the right. The 
output of the encoder consists o f each modulo-2 adder (first from the upper 
adder, then from the lower one) to form the code symbol. For each input bit, 
there are two output bits, so that the ratio is 1/2. The decoder use the trellis 
algorithm [Viterbi,( 1971)], which uses the trellis structure of the code and 
determines the maximum likelihood estimate o f the transmitted sequences 
that has the smallest metric. The log likelihood function represents the 
metric which can be computed for each path in the trellis and is additive 
over the received sequence. The survivor is defined as the most probable 
path that has the smallest accumulated metric. With these definitions, the
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Viterbi algorithm simply finds the path through the trellis with the smallest 
accumulated metric in such a way that it processes a received sequence in an 
iterative manner. At each step, it compares the metric of all paths entering 
each state, stores only the survivor with the smallest accumulated metric, 
and discards the unlikely paths at every state, which reduces the decoding 
effort. Therefore the Viterbi decoder must produce an estimate of the code 
sequence based on the received sequence.
Figure 6.11: 1/2 rate convolutional coder (k=3)
At a rate of 3/4, the decoding is significantly simplified by using punc­
tured coding which periodically deletes bits from the 1/2 rate convolutional 
code. The optimal deleting map for the convolutional code in Figure 6.11 
is shown in Figure 6.12 [Hole.(1988)]. Here, the output of the 1/2 rate con­
volutional encoder is divided into blocks of six bits. In each block, two out 
of six bits are deleted according to the deleting map. The remaining four 
bits correspond to three information bits, hence a convolutional code of rate 
3/4 is generated. At a receiver, an inserter is used to restore the incoming
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stream to their original length thus allowing the 1/2 rate decoder to be used. 
Since the nature of the deleted digits is not known at the receiver, erasures 
(unknown digits) are inserted in place of the deleted bits, using same deleting 
map used at the transmitter.
Figure 6.12: The deleting map for the rate of 3/4 convolutional code 
6.3.2 Simulation Result
A computer simulation was carried out to verify the proposed system. The 
test was conducted at SNR ranges from 6 to 50 dB. At each level of SNR. 
all tlnee formats of transmission were tested and the results were measured 
in the terms of segmental SNR. Figure 6.13 presents the results in the range 
of 6 to 16 dB of the channel SNR.
This figure shows when the channel is good enough (the channel signal- 
to-noise is higher than 13 dB) transmission format 1 provides the best per­
formance with segmental signal-to-noise higher than 11 dB. and intelligibility 
of lOO'/f (see Figure 6.7). In this range of channel SNR. the formats 2 and 3 
reconstruct speech with segmental SNR of 9.5 and 11 dB. and intelligibility
deleting map 1 1 0  1: transmitting
1 0  1 0: deleting
original cod< X, Xj X, X, X4
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Figure 6.13: The performance of the three transmission formats as a function 
of channel SNR
of 97.5% and 99% respectively. The distortion was caused by the elimination 
of the trivial frequency components in the speech compression. From 10.5 to 
13 dB of the channel SNR. the signal distortion in format 1 is excessive due 
to lack of error protection. In this range, transmission format 2 presents the 
highest transmission capability. The 3 /4 rate convolutional coding provides 
adequate error protection to the transmitted data. The sampling rate in 
format 2 is 6000 Hz. this means three quarters of the total frequency compo­
nents are preserved. Compared with the format 3 which deletes half o f the 
total frequency components, the format 2 has less distortion from the speech 
compression. When the channel SNR is reduced to less than 10.5 dB. the 
channel distortion become so severe that the 3/4 rate convolutional coding in 
transmission format 2 fails to provide a useful error correction to overcome
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the distortion. However the 1/2 rate convolutional coding in transmission 
format 3 is powerful enough to extend the channel viability during these 
conditions. Although, of the three transmission formats, format 3 exhibits 
the most serious distortion from the speech compression, it still provides re­
constructed speech with an intelligibility of 97.5% when there is no channel 
distortion. As far as intelligibility is concerned, this is adequate for speech 
transmission. Assuming, a segmental SNR within 1 dB of the SNR of error- 
free format 3 transmission provides adequate speech quality, from Figure 6.13 
it is estimated that relative to a conventional 32 kb/s transmission, adaptive- 
bit-rate operation extends the useful range during poor channel conditions 
by 3.8 dB.
6.4 Application of ARS in Speech Storage
When speech is needed to be stored for future use, the adaptive-rate sampling 
technique can be employed to make an efficient use of the storage space. Such 
an application is not difficult to implement. The analogue speech signal is 
first sampled at the Xyquist rate of 8000 Hz. The sampled speech is then 
processed in short-time frames, each of them lasting for 16 ms (containing 
128 samples). Each frame of speech is analysed in frequency domain and 
redundancies are eliminated according to the requirements. Both Frequency 
Companding and Time Domain Compression techniques (see Chapter 3) can 
be used to compress the speech. The sub-sampling process takes a fraction
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of samples from the original samples in each frame. Finally, the information 
bits are stored, along with the control bits for speech reconstruction. During 
the reconstruction process, the stored data are read from the store into the 
system. From the control bits, all the information needed for reconstruction, 
such as number of bits for each frame, spectrum structure etc, is known 
exactly. The reconstruction is then carried out and the resulting data is 
converted back into analogue speech and sent to its destination which could 
be a loudspeaker or telephone.
To illustrate the process described above, an example is given here for 
a segment o f speech signal with a duration of 32 ms, or 256 samples. This 
segment is divided into two frames, each containing 128 samples. Figure 
6.14 shows the speech waveform; the crosses on the waveform indicate the 
sampling points. The integral values of the samples are shown in Table 6.4.
The 128 samples in each of the frames were Fourier transformed to fre­
quency domain. The 4000 Hz speech bandwidth was then divided into 16 
sub-bands, each containing 250 Hz. A threshold was set to delete redundan­
cies. The threshold level in this example was fixed at 10% of the maximum 
magnitude o f each frame. If any of the frequency components in a sub-band 
was above the threshold, this sub-band was kept otherwise it was removed 
as redundant. In the first frame, sub-bands 1,2,3,7,8,9,10 and 11 were re­
tained and the rest were eliminated. If one bit is used for each sub-band 
as control information, and T ’ for retaining and ‘0 ’ for deleting, the control 
bits for the first frame are 1110001111100000. In second frame, sub-band
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1,2.3,8.9.10 and 11 were kept, so the control bits are 1110000111100000. For 
convenience, only Frequency Companding was used to compress the speech. 
The compressed speech waveforms are shown in Figure 6.15 and the value of 
the samples o f  the compressed speech are shown in Table 6.5. The sampling 
frequency is 4000 Hz for the first frame and 3500 Hz for the second frame. 
The samples taken at these sampling rates are shown as crosses on the wave­
form (Figure 6.15) and their values are those shown in bold type in Table 6.5. 
The stored data in the Hex format are shown in Table 6.6 with the control 
bits in bold type. Each byte represents one sample. The control bits occupy 
the first two bytes in each frame. During the reconstruction, the control 
bytes for the first frame. E3 and E0. were read into the system. It provided 
adequate information about this frame, the spectrum structure, the sampling 
rate and the number of samples stored. Here the sampling rate was 4000 Hz 
and 64 samples were taken. The system then read in the next 64 bytes and 
started to reconstruct the speech. For the next frame, the system read in 
the first two bytes from the remaining data to start the reconstruction. The 
same process was carried on until all the speech had been reconstructed.
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Figure 6.14: Speech waveform in two 16-ms frames.
-21 -21 -7 1 -6 3 46 87 35 _2 80 84
-10 -44 23 15 -66 -72 -18 -5 -24 -29 7 45
25 -6 13 39 3 -39 -17 0 -25 -42 -22 6
0 -7 7 28 30 7 4 24 14 -14 -15 2
-8 -23 -13 -1 -2 -6 .2 7 6 -4 -4 1
-5 -16 -16 -15 -19 -27 -30 -20 -17 -23 -15 9
22 50 73 44 49 90 65 5 4 23 -18 -68
-50 -29 -43 -55 -29 9 13 7 25 41 35 14
6 7 -7 -28 -34 -28 -26 -33 -22 -5 4 12
17 24 33 28 14 14 10 -6 -14 -15 -21 -23
-19 -16 -12 -8 -3 2 2 0
-1 -3 -10 -18 -25 -29 -28 -30 -28 -20 -6 24
69 39 13 101 90 9 39 76 17 -50 24 -9
-65 -78 -55 -25 -30 -52 0 42 14 7 49 63
16 5 34 11 -26 -34 -15 -24 -51 -32 - 7 -12
-15 18 31 15 25 37 28 12 8 7 -8 -22
-20 -18 -28 -29 -15 -13 -19 -11 -1 -9 -16 -9
-8 -14 -20 -5 3 8 56 39 -1 87 89 5
39 74 28 -28 0 8 -48 -54 -42 -27 -42 -64
-13 6 -25 -9 34 34 2 27 48 15 4 12
8 -15 -24 -13 -18 -32 -23 -2 -11 -13 12 17
6 14 23 13 3 6 4 -10
Table 6.4: The samples of the speech signal for frame 1 and 2
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Figure 6.15: Compressed speech waveform in two 16-ms frames.
-20 - 2 1 -13 2 24 3 9 32 1 0 8 4 5 94 9 6
34 - 4 0 -68 - 4 2 -6 0 -18 - 3 6 -39 - 2 8 -3 2 9
50 4 1 9 - 1 8 -21 - 5 5 - 3 -24 - 3 9 -36 - 1 7
4 1 9 23 1 8 9 4 9 2 0 20 4 -17 - 2 5
-16 - 5 -1 - 3 -5 - 6 -4 0 6 6 -1 - 8
-10 - 9 -10 - 1 3 -18 - 2 5 -33 - 3 5 -24 - 1 0 -1 7
27 5 2 60 4 8 38 5 2 74 7 0 27 - 2 6 -55 - 5 3
-38 - 3 1 -35 - 4 2 -39 - 1 8 10 3 3 40 3 3 21 1 1
5 1 -3 - 1 4 -28 - 3 7 -36 - 2 6 -15 - 6 1 1 0
17 2 1 25 2 9 29 1 8 2 - 9 -14 - 1 7 -21 • 2 4
-20 - 1 2 -6 - 3 -1 0 -2 - 1 2
-4 - 8 -15 -21 - 2 4 -25 - 2 8 -27 - 1 8 -4 2 0
6 3 5 82 1 1 1 98 4 3 -2 -10 11 25 9 -27
- 6 0 -76 - 7 7 -65 -38 - 1 27 3 1 10 3 11 33
5 0 47 2 6 -1 - 2 5 -40 - 4 0 -27 •14 - 1 3 -21 - 2 6
-15 6 27 36 3 4 27 1 9 12 7 4 - 1 -12
-25 - 3 2 -30 - 2 0 -13 - 9 -9 -10 - 1 3 -16 • 1 5 -8
- 5 -11 - 1 7 - 9 14 3 3 28 1 0 12 4 7 92 101
6 3 8 - 2 0 -14 2 4 - 1 1 -31 -48 - 6 0 -62 - 4 8
-18 9 16 2 - 9 -1 2 3 44 4 6 30 9 -5
-11 - 1 2 -10 - 1 1 -16 - 2 5 -29 -21 - 5 9 1 3 8
3 5 1 3 19 17 8 0 - 3
Table 6.5: The samples of the compressed speech signal for frame 1 and 2.
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E 3 EO EB 02 27 0A 2D 60 D8 D6 00 DC
E4 ID 29 EE FB FD D 9 EF 13 12 04 14
04 E7 FB FD FA 00 06 F8 F7 F3 E7 DD
F6 07 34 30 34 46 E 6 C6 E l D6 EE 21
21 0B 01 F2 DB E6 FA 0A 15 ID 12 F7
EF E8 F4 FD 00 F4 E l EO F8 E8 E4 EE
02 23 6H 2B 0B 09 C4 B3 FF IF 03 32
1A E7 D8 F3 EC 06 22 13 07 FF E0 EC
F 7 F3 F I FB EF 21 0A 2F 3F EC 02 F5
C4 DO 09 F7 17 2F 09 F4 F5 E7 FB 0D
03 0D 08 FD
Table 6.6: The samples of the compressed speech signal for frame 1 and 2 in 
Hex format .
6.5 Real-Time ARS Using DSP
This section describes an example of real-time speech compression - Fre­
quency Companding - using a Digital Signal Processor. An IBM PC and an 
on board DSP32C digital signal processor were used to implement the Fre­
quency Companding technique in real time. The speech data processing was 
carried out in both time domain and frequency domain. The whole process 
was carried out in several steps. In the first step, the on board A /D  converter 
took the samples from the input speech at the Nyquist rate of 8000 Hz and 
digitised them with an 8-bit PCM. The second step divided the incoming 
speech samples into short time frames, with each of the frames having a du­
ration of 16 ms, and containing 128 samples. Each frame was then Fourier 
transformed to obtain it's frequency response. The third step carried out the 
redundancies elimination and bandwidth compression. The threshold level 
was pre-set at a certain level according to the requirements and could be
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reset at any time without interrupting the process. In fourth step, the com­
pressed version of the speech signal was transformed back to its time domain 
waveform using inverse FFT. The final step at the transmitter took a sub-set 
of samples from the spectrally compressed speech samples at a low sampling 
rate and transmitted them. At the receiving end, the receiver first took FFT 
of the incoming signal to obtain it's frequency domain components. In sec­
ond step, the compressed bands were restored to their original place. The 
third step took the inverse FFT to convert the speech signal back into time 
domain. Finally the speech was converted back to an analogue waveform via 
a D /A  converter, and played back over a loudspeaker.
The DSP32C processing board is a powerful DSP application system. The 
complete analogue I/O  subsystem managed by the DSP32C is dedicated to 
real time manipulation of sampled data. Operating at 50 MHz, it processes a 
maximum of 25 million floating point multiply/accumulate instructions per 
second. The aim of this investigation is to ascertain whether or not the ca­
pabilities of the DSP32C are sufficient to handle all the processes involved in 
implementing the speech frequency companding software, while maintaining 
a real time operation. The main question to be answered is whether or not 
the processor, having sampled the speech, can perform an FFT algorithm (to 
translate the time varying signal into frequency responses), implement the 
frequency companding algorithm, perform the corresponding inverse FFT 
(IFFT) (translate the frequency responses back to time domain waveform) 
and then transmit the result (on to a suitable o /p  channel) in a given time.
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The input speech was sampled at its Nyquist rate of 8000 Hz. When the 
incoming samples filled up a buffer which has a size of one analysis frame, 
here it was 16 ms, or 128 samples, the compression processing started. At the 
same time new samples were fed into the buffer, so the maximum allowable 
time for compression of the speech data to take place was the time period 
of one analysis frame. The major time consuming is that for the FFT and 
IFFT routines. For the frame size of 16 ms, the execution time for 128 point 
FFT and IFFT are 0.468 ms each [AT&T WE DSP32C]. This processing 
time falls far short o f the frame length of 16 ms. When the compression 
processing has finished for one frame of speech samples, the processor is set 
in a wait state until it receives a buffer full flag from the interrupt service 
routine (ISR) acknowledging that another full frame (128 samples) has been 
successfully read in and is now ready for processing. The total time delay of 
this system is, therefore, one frame period, 16 ms. A timing diagram that 
shows the sequences o f operation o f the active software can be seen in Figure 
6.16.
The time delay at the receiver side is the same as that in at the transmit­
ter. The total time delay of the transmission system is therefore the duration 
of two frames. Experimental results show that at a frame size less than 64 
ms, the delay is almost unnoticable. When the frame size increases to more 
than 128 ms, however, the delay may become significant.
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Read frame 1 Read frame 2 Read frame 3
speech data speech data speech data
Process frame 1 Process frame 2
Output frame 1
16 ms 16 ms 16 ms
TIME
Figure 6.16: DSP timing diagram
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7.1 Conclusion
The research described in this thesis investigated the use of adaptive-rate 
sampling in digital speech processing to achieve efficient and reliable speech 
transmission and storage. A secure speech transmission scheme using the 
adaptive-rate sampling was also studied. This chapter reviews the techniques 
developed and suggests areas where further work could be carried out.
7.1.1 Adaptive-Rate Sampling for Speech Transmis­
sion
The adaptive-rate sampling techniques, namely Time Domain Compression 
and Frequency Companding, developed in Chapter 3 have wide applications 
in digital speech transmission and storage. Both of these techniques are 
based on the premise that the inherent redundancies in the human speech 
can be removed without significant loss o f speech quality. The threshold for 
the redundancy elimination can be adjusted so that the ratio of the speech 
compression and the resultant speech quality can be controlled. The ability 
to control threshold level makes the adaptive-rate sampling technique very 
useful in low rate speech transmission. In practice, the sampling rate can be 
fixed as desired and the threshold can then be adjusted to a level at which 
the compression process will delete a certain amount of the trivial frequency 
components so that the retained frequency spectrum poses a structure to 
which the desired sampling rate can be applied.
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The combined adaptive-rate sampling and speech coding techniques demon­
strated the great potential for a reduction in the transmission rate. Most of 
the waveform coding techniques and transform coding techniques can be ap­
plied to the compressed speech. This has been shown in the examples of 
combined ARS with Hadamard coding and APCM.
The primary study in combining adaptive-rate sampling with error con­
trol coding for a reliable speech transmission in Gaussian channel shows a 
useful method of extending the usable communication channel. The flexible 
adaptive system can also be applied to time-variable channels, where the 
transmission conditions vary rapidly with time, such as mobile communica­
tion in which the the channel characteristics depend on the position of the 
mobile unit.
The adaptive-rate sampling techniques are simple and can be easily im­
plemented in real time using digital signal processing techniques.
7.1.2 Low Rate Speech Transmission Using Frame 
Differences
The adaptive-rate sampling algorithms developed in Chapter 3 provided the 
basis of the sampling reduction for multi-band-pass signals. In Chapter 4, 
a speech signal manipulation method was proposed and investigated. Dif­
ferent from the conventional speech transmission, this technique takes the 
advantage of pseudo-periodic property in speech signal to achieve a low rate
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transmission. The signal to be transmitted is the extracted differential signal 
between two neighbouring frames. Due to the similarity between two frames 
of speech, the differential signal will usually occupy a very narrow band­
width. By using the adaptive-rate sampling techniques, a very low sampling 
rate can be achieved. The pitch detection plays a vital role in this technique. 
Precise detection of the pitch in voiced speech provides the basis for the dif­
ferential signal extraction and, therefore, a low rate sampling. Speech coding 
techniques can also be employed to the frame differential signal to reduce 
transmission rate further after the sampling rate reduction.
7.1.3 Speech Scrambling Using Adaptive-Rate Sam­
pling
The speech scrambling technique described in Chapter 5 scrambles the origi­
nal speech spectrum in the defined patterns to which the adaptive-rate sam­
pling process can be employed to recombine the spectrum allows recovery of 
the original signal. In this technique, there are two keys for the speech re­
construction, the spectrum structure and the sampling frequency. Firstly the 
spectrum structure information allows the receiver to remove the unwanted 
frequency components introduced by the process of low rate sampling. Sec­
ondly the correct sampling rate will then recombine the retained spectrum to 
form the desired speech spectrum which make up an intelligible speech. The 
changes of the scrambling pattern and sampling rate from frame to frame
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gives the system a high degree of security. Multi-user scrambling makes an 
efficient use of the communication channel. The transmission has to be car­
ried out in a systematic manner to ensure that the same scrambling pattern 
will not be used by two or more users at the same time and that there is no 
overlap between any of the scrambled spectrum. This technique gives a very 
low residual intelligibility in the scrambled speech and can be implemented 
in real time using digital signal processors.
7.2 Suggestions for Further Studies
The adaptive-rate sampling has wide range of application in low rate trans­
mission, storage and reliable speech transmission etc. Some further work 
which could be pursued is presented in the next section.
7.2.1 Combine Low Rate Sampling With Parameter 
Coding
The combined low rate sampling and speech coding techniques show a great 
potential for a reduction in flu1 transmission rate. Tin1 research carried out 
so far is only that for waveform coding and transform coding. For parameter 
coding, such a combination is not straight forward. Unlike waveform coding 
and transform coding which encode the speech samples or transformed format 
of the speech samples, parameter coding extracts vocal parameters from the 
input speech and encodes and transmits these parameters. The choice of
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parameters is based on statistical study of speech characters, such as VUS 
pattern, formants, pitch etc. In the adaptive-rate sampling, these characters 
will be changed after the low rate sampling procedures. It is not possible 
to apply parameter coding techniques directly to the compressed version of 
speech. However, a modified parameter coding technique could be applied to 
the compressed speech. In spite of the changes of characters, the compressed 
speech signal is still a speech related signal: and has strong relation with the 
original speech. A further study can be carried out in order to work out the 
statistical relation between the compressed speech signal and the parameters 
needed for the coding techniques.
7.2.2 Speech Compression Using Differential Signal 
in Time Domain
In the technique of reconstructing speech from frame differences, the differ­
ential signal was extracted by making a comparison between two consecutive 
frame of speech spectrum. A similar process could be applied to time domain. 
When a voiced speech is detected, the length of the pitch period P, and the 
number of repetition of the pitch period Pr can be counted. The detection 
of the repetition should be carried out by making comparison between the 
first frame signal and each following frame until the mismatch exceeds a de­
fined matching threshold. Such comparison can be conducted in both time 
domain and frequency domain. Due to the pseudo periodic property, two
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neighbouring period signals should have a similar waveform structure with 
possible amplitude variation. The average amplitude variation Ma usually 
indicates the change of speech energy. The information to be encoded and 
transmitted consists o f Pi, Pr and Ma for each of the Pr frames and the 
speech samples in the first period. At the receiver, the first period speech is 
repeated Pr times and every time it is modified by a factor of Ma. In this 
method, the matching threshold and the amplitude variation should play 
the key role for the speech reconstruction. A generalised, effective matching 
threshold should be defined. An algorithm should be developed to calculate 
the average amplitude variation accurately.
7.2.3 Reliable Transmission of Speech
The primary study described in Chapter 6 shows some encouraging progress 
in reliable speech transmission. Although the simulation results were ob­
tained on a Gaussian channel, an improvement of transmission performance 
is expected in other types o f channel which suffer from different distortion 
effects, such as fading, interference etc. One practical channel, in which 
the adaptive error control technique is a powerful tool to establish a re­
liable transmission, is the high frequency (HF) channel. The HF channel 
characterised by fading, interference and multipath is an extreme example 
of a time variable channel and is unsuitable for reliable long term trans­
mission without some kind o f checking and adaptation of the transmission 
method at regular intervals. The RTCE technique has been used to detect
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the channel condition in HF communications and can be used to control 
the adaptation of the error control coding scheme and the sampling rate. 
Many appropriate RTCE procedures have been developed [Darnell.(1983)] 
[Honary, et a/.(1988)] [Zolghadr, et al.(1988.a)] [Zolghadr, et o/.(1988.b)] and 
should be evaluated comparatively in the further study.
Another suggestion for the further work on reliable transmission is that 
using Unequal Error Protection (UEP) codes [Boyarinov, et a/.(1981)]. The 
speech transmission is basically a numerical data transmission in which errors 
in the sign or in the high-order digits are more serious than the errors in the 
low-order digits. The unequal important level in transmitted bits stream 
is more obvious in the adaptive rate sampling techniques. Here, the control 
information added for speech reconstruction is extremely important, an error 
in the control information could cause complete failure of the reconstruction. 
By using UEP, these information can have a high degree of protection. For 
the speech information, high-order digits should be protected more than the 
low-order digits.
7.2.4 Noise Reduction Using Dynamic Thresholding
The dynamic threshold process described in Chapter 3 was initially used to 
remove inherent redundancies from a speech signal. It can also provide a 
means of noise reduction from speech. In a Gaussian channel, the transmit­
ted speech is corrupted by the added noise. This noise has a flat spectrum 
and usually this spectrum is much lower than of speech signal. By putting a
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threshold at the received speech spectrum, some of the noise frequency com­
ponents can be removed. Obviously, the threshold level has to be adjusted 
according to the channel condition. This method is only suitable in certain 
channel conditions. When the channel noise is low, a very low threshold level 
is enough to remove the noise. But when the channel noise become signifi­
cant, the thresholding process which is there to delete noise will also delete 
significant amount of speech information, which gives a dramatic degradation 
o f the reconstructed speech quality. A further study should be conducted to 
investigate the relationship between the speech signal, channel condition and
the threshold level.
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p Optimal Sampling Rate
A /D Analog to Digital Conversion
ADM Adaptive Delta Modulation
ADPCM Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation
APC Adaptive Predictive Coding
ARS Adaptive-Rate Sampling
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
D /A Digital to Analog Conversion
DM Delta Modulation
DPCM Differential Pulse Code Modulation
DSP Digital Signal Processor
FC Frequency Companding
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
Pm Reconstruction Sampling Rate
P> Sampling Frequency
Hud Hadamard Function
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HF High Frequency (2-30 MHz)
Hz Hertz, frequency in cycles per second
IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
LPC Linear Predictive Coding
MAC Multiple Access Channel
ms millisecond
PCM Pulse Code Modulation
rms root mean square
RTCE Real-Time Channel Evaluation
SBC Sub-Band Coding
SD Spectrum Distortion
TC Transform Coding
TDC Time Domain Compression
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
TFSP Time-Frequency Segment Permutation
TSP Time Segment Permutation
SIFT Simplified Inverse Filtering Technique
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
S X R „g Segmental Signal to Noise Ratio
VUS \ oiced,Unvoiced,Silence Classification
2<M

List of sets of 10 English language test phrases
Set 1
Thieves who rob friends deserve jail.
Open the door but don’t break the glass.
Cats and dogs all hate each other.
Tread on the grape and make good wine.
It’s always better to be reasonable.
Never forget that you are British.
Turn left, then right, then right again.
Plasma displays are now being used.
I prefer tea to coffee.
Paste pink paper on the wall.
Set 2
All over Holland, the dykes are straight.
Linear predictive vocoders are best.
Call back after fifty minutes.
Stop talking when I am in charge.
John Brown’s body lies a-mouldering in the grave. 
Curtains swish from side to side.
Dial nine-five-eight in an emergency.
On multi-stage, finite impulse response filters. 
Colonel Schmidt and Mr. Smith are coming.
Eight Megahertz should be avoided like the plague.
Set 3
Name, rank and number please.
The best months for swimming are June and July.
E D C using convolutional codes.
Pencil sharpeners tend to become blunt.
There was a young lady from Devizes.
Every packet contains a government health warning. 
Date of birth: two-six-fiftynine.
Waves on the sea make me sick.
Feed a cold and starve a fever.
War insurance is very expensive.
20G
Set 4
HF systems are for users to use, not for operators to operate. 
Keep to the centre of the road.
Twenty-watt lamps give a dim light.
The Arctic ocean is frozen over.
The clock on the wall is fifteen minutes fast.
This test has been carefully devised.
Change frequency to sixteen point four nine seven.
Pay the balance or face the consequences.
Car ferry services operate all the year round.
Is the earth really flat?
Set 5
Such an operation is always efficient.
The most accurate measurement is that of frequency.
Would you put your name and address.
You make me feel as if I forgot something.
It has been common practice to share.
He is a member of many organisations.
For example, take 17 from 30.
She is a respectable business woman.
There are large amounts o f natural noise.
We are concerned at the lack of support.
Set 6
Look for the sign to the Concert Hall.
If you knew more, you would understand better.
The Committee shall have only 5 members.
Take care when you cross the road.
Assessing results is a difficult process.
The decision she made was an obvious one.
Values will be expressed as percentages.
America is a very large country.
You will wish to see how your taxes are spent.
Set 7
Give at least 14 days’ notice.
Only one comment at a time please.
From now on, things will change completely.
Tell your husband you took me to the garage.
Problems o f special interest in communications.
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Key words are given on pages 10 and 50.
Term ends on the 18th of December.
It’s strange that he did not hear about it.
Each chapter is followed by several problems. 
Don’t write on the wall in pencil.
Set 8
Go past the door marked “Private” .
I think you could answer the question.
Forward movement can be seen through the glass. 
The sun shines brightly every day.
People are killing each other without cause.
This has the advantage of stopping accidents.
Nest Friday is a National holiday.
Let me see if I can remember the song.
He was working late at the office.
You must be wanting a rest from all this.
List of sets of 40 English language test words
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5
wish xylophone yesterday yet abbreviate
abroad almost analyse answer party
improvement income increase index hotel
passenger penalty pitch plan rapid
balance bank base blame double
standard state stock strong garden
time tourist trade training gravity
quality question rapid relative sit
money month moon name control
five following food forecast lack
correct count culture decide effect
declare defect demonstrate describe zero
plant pleasant position possible kidnap
visit walk weight wild fathom
anxious arrange assembly average seem
gentle glass good government market
exact example expand fair brandy
simple since slight speak room
target telegraph telephone think forecast
boat book butter cable union
study suppose survey system appeal
dream election entertain equal improvement
labour leader light little navy
report represent save second else
cage captain catch channel obtain
fashion fault finish firm counter
treasure treatment understand value simple
sense several shrink similar hospital
navy zoo obtain office liquor
compliment concern condition constant decide
cheap city claim clear technical
forward gain general generate eliminate
oil outcome page party ton
develop difference direct disclose identify
speed stage stamp stand balance
consumer contact contract control ice
industry interest internal initial pick
price problem producer protest capital
market match minister momentum Japan
previous ground hard head add
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